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HOUSE OF MOTHER’S AGENDA

(Continued)
If we must choose one of these three vehicles, giving up still higher endeavours, then it is logical to construct
a new chariot of the Sattwic ego. But so long as the chariot of Jagannath is not built, the ideal society will also
not take I shape. That is the ideal and ultimate image, the manifestation of the highest and profoundest truth.
Impelled by the Universal Godhead, the human race is striving to create it, but owing to the ignorance of
Prakrit! it only succeeds in creating a different image either deformed, crude and ugly or, if tolerably fair,
incomplete in spite of its beauty. Instead of creating Shiva, it fashions either a dwarf or a demon or an inferior
deity of the intermediate worlds.
Nobody knows the true form or design of the chariot of Jagannath, no artist of life is capable of drawing it.
Hidden under many layers, this picture shines in the heart of the Universal Godhead. To manifest it, gradually
through the effort of many divine Vibhutis, seers and creators, and establish it in the material world is God's
intention.
The real name of the chariot of Jagannath is not society but commune. Not a loose human association with
diverse tendencies or merely a crowd but an unfettered indivisible organisation, the gnostic community created
by delight and the unifying power of self-knowledge and divine knowledge.
"Society (sawa) is the name given to the organisation, that device which allows a human collectivity to work
together. By understanding the root of the word, we can also seize its meaning. The suffix sama means united,
the root aj signifies to go, to run, to fight. Thousands of people come together for the sake of work and to
satisfy their desires. They pursue numerous aims in the same field — who can come first? Who can get to the
top? — and because of this there is struggle and competition, quarrel and fighting not only among themselves
but with other societies as well. To bring about order into this chaos, obtain help and satisfy mental tendencies,
various relations and ideals are established; the result is something temporary, incomplete and achieved with
difficulty. This is the image of society, of the lower existence.
The inferior society is based upon division. A partial, uncertain and short-lived unity is constructed upon that
division. The structure of the ideal society is entirely the opposite. Unity is the foundation; there is a play of
differentiation, for the sake of multiform delight, not for division. In I the society we find a hint of physical and
mentally conceived unity ansing from work, but unity based on the self is the soul of the spiritual commune."
There have been a number of partial and unsuccessful attempts to establish a commune in a limited field,
whether inspired by the intellectual ideas of the West or in order to follow unhindered the discipline of inaction
leading to Nirvana as among the Buddhists or because of the intensity of spiritual feeling like the early Christian
communities. But before long all the defects, imperfections and normal tendencies of society infiltrated into
the spiritual commune and brought it down to ordinary society. The idea of a restless intellect cannot endure;
it is washed away by the irresistible current of old and new life-impulses. An intensity of emotion cannot bring
about success in this endeavour; emotion is? worn out by its own impetus. One ought to seek Nirvana all alone;
to form a commune for the love of Nirvana is a contradictory action. A spiritual commune is by its very nature
a field for the play of work and mutuality.
The day the Self-born unity will come into being by the harmony and integration of knowledge, devotion and
work, as impelled by the Will of the Virat Purusha, the Universal Person, on that day the chariot of Jagannath
will come out on the avenues of the world, radiating its light in all directions. Satya Yuga the Age of Truth will
descend upon earth, the world of mortal man will become the field for the play of the Divine, the temple-city
of God, the metropolis of Ananda.

THE CHAR OF JAGANNATH - SRI AUROBINDO

The
Ponder
Corner

Keep firm faith in the victory of the Light and face with calm
equanimity the resistances of Matter and human personality
to their own transformation.
Sri Aurobindo - Letters on Himself and the Ashram, p.844
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GOOD NEWS from ACRES FOR AUROVILLE
Our new video clip showing results of your solidarity donations!

“Blossoming of Auroville”
"The more we concentrate on the goal, the more it blossoms forth and becomes precise"

Dear friends and well-wishers of Acres for Auroville,
We are very happy to share our new video clip showing just some of the results of your
solidarity for Auroville's land:
- in English: https://youtu.be/Wn9miOxoJxY
- in French: https://youtu.be/hXIJ4KiBj5k
We thank Auroville's singer and musician Nadaka for the accompanying music, and
Rakhal and Auro-Image, the producers of the clip!
Here is our donations page with all the ways you can donate (check, bank transfer,
online with your credit/debit card) plus information on the possibilities for tax
deductions: https://land.auroville.org/a4adonations/
Remember that tax deductions are available for:
- Indian donors donating within India;
- Through most Auroville International Centers for taxpayers in those countries.
With warmest thanks to all of Auroville's supporters and friends,
Acres for Auroville & LFAU
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COMMUNITY NEWS
WORKING GROUPS REPORTS
Report of the Working Committee for the
months of APRIL, MAY 2019
Dear Community,
Please note: Since the News and Notes was closed for the month
of June, the Working Committee was not able to publish its
Report of April - May 2019 in the News and Notes. This is why
we are now publishing here our Report of April – May 2019. The
same report has already been posted on Auronet on 3rd June,
2019.
We welcome the new members Manas and Chali to the Working
Committee, and once again thank Inge and Hemant for their
commitment and hard work as member of the Working
Committee during the last three years. Manas has meanwhile
joined, Chali will join in mid-July. We also welcome Pavithra,
the new member of the Working Committee secretariat. Our
Secretariat now consists of Valli, Uma and Pavithra.
The main topics dealt with for the months of April, May 2019
were:

 1. Congratulation letter to Honourable Prime Minister,
Shri Narendra Modi:
The Working Committee has, on behalf of the community of
Auroville, sent a letter to the Honourable Prime Minister Shri
Narendra Modi expressing our heartfelt congratulations for being
reappointment as Prime Minister of India. We also shared that
Auroville treasures the memory of his visit at the occasion of
Auroville's 50th anniversary and that we hope that he will find
opportunity during his second tenure as Prime Minister to visit
Auroville once again.

 2. Term of office of Mr. Chunkath, Secretary Auroville
Foundation, ends:
We have been informed that Mr. M.V. Chunkath will demit the
office of Secretary, Auroville Foundation, on June 13th. On
behalf of the community of Auroville, and in recognition and
appreciation of all the work done for Auroville by Mr. Chunkath,
we have organized a community gathering which will be held on
Wednesday, June 12th at 4pm at Unity Pavilion. We warmly
invite all Auroville residents to attend this occasion to express
our gratitude to Mr. Chunkath for his services to Auroville during
these past three years.

Secretary (Foreigners), Home Ministry, Delhi, have recently
confirmed that the below Residents of Auroville may return to
India:
1. Mr. Jonah Skoles, Dutch national,
2. Ms. Sonia Silvia Novaes, Brazilian national,
3. Mr. Julien Fortin, French national,
4. Ms. Marie Claire Barsotti, French national.
Meanwhile, Mr. Jonah Skoles and Ms. Sonia Novaes have returned
to India and are re-united with their family in Auroville.
Mr. Julien Fortin and Ms. Marie-Claire are in the process of
making arrangements to return to Auroville.
We have also been informed that the below residents have been
granted their long pending visa extensions:
1. Mr. Francis Pooh Neemberry, American national,
2. Mr. Alain Pierre Marie Grandcolas, French national,
3. Mr. Pierre Elouard, French national.
We would like to thank Mr. Chunkath, without whose guidance
and help we would not have been able to resolve these cases.
We also thank François Gautier for diligently helping to clear
these cases with his unwavering efforts to interact with the
Home Ministry, Delhi
We have also extended our gratitude to Mr. Xavier Dhanraj,
FRRO, Chennai, and Mr. Anil Malik, JS (F), Home Ministry, Delhi.
b) Visa Regulations relating to Auroville: On 19th April, 2019, the
WCom also published its understanding of the present visa
regulations relating to Auroville. These may be accessed here
https://auroville.org.in/article/74115. We have been informed
that the Ministry of Home Affairs is finalizing the new visa policy
for Auroville and we await their communication.

 7. Entry&Exit - Auroville Foundation (Admission and
Termination of persons in the Register of Residents)
Regulations 2019:
A) The General Meeting and its report by the WCom:
On 12th April, 2019, the Working Committee (WCom) held a
General Meeting (GM) on the “Auroville Foundation (Admission
and Termination of Persons in the Register of Residents)
Regulations, 2019” as approved by the Ministry of Human
Resource Development (HRD), Department of Higher Education,
on 01.03.19.
On 16th April, 2019, the WCom published a report of this GM.
The
report
may
be
accessed
here
https://auroville.org.in/article/74068.

 3. Minutes of the 53rd Governing Board meeting:

B) The Exit Task Force, and the scope of work of the Exit Task
Force:
On 21st May, 2019, the WCom published an update on this topic
and announced that it has formed an exit task force consisting
of members from the community as resource persons. This
announcement
may
be
accessed
here
https://auroville.org.in/article/74472 .

On 19th April, 2019, we published extracts of the minutes of the
meeting of the Governing Board held on February 27th. These
can be accessed here https://auroville.org.in/article/74116

The members of the Exit Task Force, are Amy (Sunyata), Angelo
(Creativity), Niva (Realisation), Vikram (Gaia) and Vinodhini
(Prarthna).

 4. Visit of Governing Board member, Shri Madan Gopal
Madabhushi:
The new Member of the Governing Board, Shri Madan Gopal
Madabhushi, visited Auroville from 3rd to 5th May. The Working
Committee met with him and discussed especially about the
roles of the Governing Board and the Resident Assembly
according to the Auroville Foundation Act. Shri Madan Gopal
Madabhushi expressed also the view that the Governing Board
should have a more proactive role. During his visit Shri Madan
Gopal Madabhushi met individually with a few other Aurovilians.

 5. Queries from members of the Governing Board:
Recently the WCom has received queries from members of the
Governing Board related to the Selection Process, grievances
from individuals whose cases have been dealt with by the
Auroville Internal Complaints Committee (ICC), grievances from
some members of the community regarding WCom’s alleged lack
of support on personal or professional issues. The Working
Committee has responded to these queries in detail.

 6. Visa:
a) Pending cases - update: The Secretary, Auroville Foundation,
Mr. Chunkath informed us that the FRRO, Chennai, and the Joint

A brief on the scope of work of the Exit Task Force has been
prepared by the WCom in collaboration with the Exit Task Force.
This
brief
may
be
accessed
here
https://auroville.org.in/article/74602
Meanwhile, the Exit Task Force has begun its task, as described
in the brief. The WCom and the Exit Task Force will keep the
community involved and informed.
C) The Clause in the Form I of the 2019 Regulations:
As many of you are aware, a clause in the Form I of the 2019
Regulation, states, “[...] Ownership of immoveable assets in the
Green Belt Area of the Auroville Master Plan is only allowed with
the written permission of the Auroville Foundation.”
Since this clause appears without prior approval of the
Residents’ Assembly or the Governing Board, the WCom has
requested the Board to instruct, accordingly, that this 2019
Form I not be used, that no written permission of the Auroville
Foundation be given to any resident of Auroville (whose name
has been entered in the Register of Residents) to own immovable
assets in the Greenbelt Area of the Auroville Master Plan, as
stated in the Form I of the 2019 Regulations.
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This matter will be placed by the WCom in the agenda of the
upcoming Governing Board meeting scheduled in September,
2019.
The WCom will continue to follow-up on the topic of the Form I
and will keep the community informed and involved.
D) Translation of these Regulations into Tamil:
Some members of the community have requested that these
Regulations be translated into Tamil, for ease of understanding.
The WCom has sent these Regulations for translation. Once
ready the community will be informed.

 8) The Auroville Internal Complaints Committee (ICC)
and prevention of sexual harassment:
In its 46th meeting of March 15, 2015, the Governing Board
directed the Working Committee to implement the provisions of
the Sexual Harassment of Woman at Workplace (Prevention,
Prohibition and Redressal) Act 2013 (the Act) at the earliest. The
Board emphasized that Auroville must take the lead in
implementing these procedures effectively with their expertise.
Senior lawyer E.V. Kumar had advised that the Residents'
Assembly be the authority to constitute one Internal Complaints
Committee (ICC) for the whole of Auroville, and not an ICC for
each of the various trusts and units of the Auroville Foundation.
Consequently, the Working Committee on 24-10-2015
constituted the Auroville ICC to deal with any and all issues of
sexual harassment, as defined in the above mentioned act that
are brought to its notice, which involve a Resident of Auroville,
a Newcomer, a Friend of Auroville, a Volunteer in Auroville, a
Student of Auroville, a Guest of Auroville, as well as a person
employed by or working for an Auroville trust, an Auroville unit,
an Auroville service, any other Auroville legal entity, or
individual resident in Auroville. The Working Committee was
marked as the "employer" as defined in the above mentioned
act. The Auroville Policy on the Prevention of Sexual Harassment
was approved and published on December 27, 2016 on the
Auronet.
In November last year, the ICC investigated a complaint against
an Aurovilian and concluded that the Aurovilian had engaged in
sexual harassment and had been in violation of Indian law and
contrary to what the community stands for. The ICC, as per the
Act, made disciplinary recommendations. A copy of its report
was emailed to the Aurovilian. The Working Committee, acting
as 'employer' in accordance with the Act, proceeded to
implement the recommendations of the ICC. The Aurovilian was
invited to a meeting on February 26, 2019. The meeting was
recorded. The Aurovilian refused to accept the letter with the
decisions of the Working Committee. He argued that the
constitution of the Auroville ICC was illegal, as was the acting as
‘employer’ by the Working Committee. The Working Committee
brought the matter to the attention of the Governing Board, but
did not obtain a directive from the Board.
The Working Committee, in consultation with members of the
ICC, then decided to obtain another legal opinion from the law
firm of Kochhar & Co, Bangalore. Its opinion stated that the
Working Committee can be the ‘employer’ as mentioned in the
Act and that the Auroville Policy on the Prevention of Sexual
Harassment was in accordance with the Act. This opinion was
subsequently shared with the members of the Governing Board.
Two members of the Board disagreed with the finding of the law
firm that the Working Committee can be the ‘employer’. One
member argued that the Governing Board should be the
employer.
The Chairman of the Governing Board then submitted the
question to the Ministry of HRD, Auroville’s nodal ministry. On
24.05.19, Dr. Karan Singh sent the Working Committee the
response from Joint Secretary and ex-officio Governing Board
member, Dr. Saravana Kumar I.A.S., issued with the approval of
the Hon'ble Minister for Human Resource Development, that the
Governing Board can vest the powers of dealing with sexual
harassment cases in Auroville to the Working Committee,
designating the Working Committee as the "Employer". Dr. Karan
Singh requested the Secretary, Auroville Foundation, to issue
the necessary instruction.

 9) Vikram Ram
The Chairman of the Governing Board has setup an Enquiry
Committee under section 16.2 of the Auroville Foundation Act
with the Secretary, Auroville Foundation as Convener and
former Secretary Shri Bala Bhaskar, Board members Smt. Nirima
Oza, Shri Anirban Ganguly and Shri Madan Gopal Madabhushi as
Members, to look into the allegations made by Mr. Vikram Ram.

 10) Soham
The Working Committee would like to inform and reassure the
community, that the WCom is closely and continually looking
into the matter of Soham, and is working on setting up a Support
Group of up to three resource persons from the community to
help the WCom and Soham, in this matter. Should anyone have
any questions or concerns related to Soham, please contact the
WCom directly.

 11) NTDA and Land Protection
The Land Protection Group has started consultation with a
Sounding Board about the proposal to constitute a New Town
Development Authority (NTDA) that will include the Auroville
Master Plan and a larger area. New proposals are also being
explored in view of the Combined Building and Development
Regulations approved by the Tamil Nadu government and the
interaction of two Working Committee members (Carel and
Sauro) in Delhi with the National Institute of Urban Affairs and
the Town and Country Planning Organization of India.
In the meantime, the minutes of the last Governing Board
meeting have been released indicating that a decision of the RA
is expected by 30th June. The minutes may be accessed here
https://auroville.org.in/article/74116
The Working Committee will soon share a report with the
Governing Board and will ask for more time for a decision, at
least until the next board meeting in September, as the
community has not come to an agreement and there is need to
work on possible new scenarios. The Working Committee has
engaged a lawyer of the High Court in Chennai and of the
Supreme Court in Delhi to have further views on the matter.

 12) Land related matters:
A) Land Dispute near Kaali Temple:
The Auroville Foundation has requested us to investigate an
issue pertaining to land transaction between an Aurovilian and
a person from Edaiyanchavadi. We are currently conducting the
fact-finding process and have met all Aurovilians that were
involved in the deal. We are yet to meet the original land owner,
the lawyer who prepared those documents, and the lawyer who
is dealing with the court case. We will gather the required
information and prepare the final report for Auroville
Foundation.
B) Land use Request by Irumbai Youths:
The Youths of Irumbai village have requested us to use a plot of
land that belongs to Auroville Foundation as a sports ground. The
Working Committee turned down this request because the
optimal use of this land still needs to be explored.
C) Claim at Pitachandikulam & Acceptance (jointly with the
Land Board):
There is an ownership claim by one Mr Sri Subramaniam,
supported by a court order, who is claiming two pieces of land,
one in Pitchandikulam and the other in Acceptance. The
Auroville Foundation was not impleaded in the case.
These pieces of land were purchased more than 40 years ago.
Since then, Auroville has been enjoying this property peacefully
until the current incident when the claimant came with a JCB
machine and a large group of people.
The Land Board has filed a police complaint. This issue has been
brought to the knowledge of the Secretary, of Auroville
Foundation, and the Foundation’s lawyers. The Land Board is
working on a legal remedy to protect the land. The Working
Committee is closely monitoring the issue and assisting the Land
Board.

 13) Eco Service dispute:

One of the Executives of Eco Service brought to the attention of
the WCom a dispute with workers of Eco Service. The same day
We await the instruction from the Secretary.
the WCom received a complaint from the workers on the working
conditions and management of Eco Service.
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The Working Committee met both parties to diffuse the situation
and ensure work is resumed at Eco Service. The other concerns
were forwarded to the FAMC for their review and action.

 Ongoing topics:
The Working Committee is also involved in the following topics,
which are still ongoing and not yet concluded:
1. Entry cases: difficult ones (jointly with the Av Council and
Entry Board)
2. Revision and improvement of the Entry Policy, 2017 (jointly
with the Av Council)
3. Cases of misuse of Auroville name and symbol
4. Kuilapalayam parking
5. Highway (jointly with the HTF)
6. Mandate of the Auroville Council: currently not started
The Working Committee
Carel, Manas, Mandakini, Partha, Ranjithkumar, Sauro.

Report of the Working Committee of the
month of June 2019
During the month of June a few members were out of station.
Chali will assume office mid-July. We have sometimes been
functioning with a minimum number of four members.
The main topics dealt with for the month of June were:

1) New Secretary, Auroville Foundation
We welcome Dr. G. Seetharaman, Registrar, National Institute
of Technology, Puducherry, headquartered in Karaikal, who has
been appointed as Secretary, Auroville Foundation in addition to
his function as Registrar. Mr. Seetharaman will function as
interim Secretary. He plans to come to Auroville once a week to
deal with all administrative matters pertaining to Auroville.

2) Meetings in New Delhi
On behalf of the Working Committee, Sauro visited New Delhi in
the beginning of the month. He met with officials of the Ministry
of Housing and Urban Development to discuss issues related to
statutory land protection for Auroville; and with GB member and
Joint Secretary HRD Ministry Dr. Saravana Kumar, Governing
Board member Dr. Anirban Ganguly and Governing Board
Chairman Dr. Karan Singh about various issues such as: the
appointment of the new Secretary; the 8 acres cases; the
ongoing land problems at Acceptance and Pitchandikulam (see
below); the old case of the gold theft at the Matrimandir; the
NTDA (see below); the proper implementation of the Sexual
Harassment of Women at Workplace Act (see below); and the
report of the Governing Board appointed enquiry committee into
the allegations voiced by Mr. Vikram Ram (this report is yet to
be released).

3) New Town Development Authority (NTDA) in Auroville
The Governing Board, in its 53rd meeting of February 2019,
expressed concern about “the inordinate delay” to come to a
decision on the NTDA and advised that a decision be taken by
the Working Committee before 30th June 2019, “otherwise
Governing Board will have to take a decision on NTDA for the
Auroville Master Plan Area.”
The Working Committee has meanwhile informed the Board that
the Land Protection Group has in April and May met with a
“Sounding Board,” a group of Auroville residents representing
different aspects of Auroville, to understand the opinion of a
representative sample of the community.
While there is agreement that private development within the
Master Plan is one of the most serious challenges facing
Auroville, there is no consensus on the possible solution. On one
side there are apprehensions that the constitution of an NTDA
will infringe the autonomy of the Auroville Foundation, that it
will not be an adequate guarantee that the Auroville Master Plan
will be respected, and that an NTDA will bring more
administrative and bureaucratic work. Others felt that only a
statutory land use approved by an appropriate planning
authority has a strong grounding to be legally enforced.
As during discussions in the last few months with authorities in
Delhi and Chennai the possibility to explore more alternative
options have emerged, the Working Committee has requested
the Governing Board to give time until the next Governing Board
meeting for further discussions and research on this subject.

4) Land disputes Acceptance and Pitchandikulam
It was brought to the knowledge of the Working Committee that
on 29.05.2019 person called Mr. Subramanian and friends,
accompanied by a JCB machine and granite pillars, paid a visit
to Pitchandikulam Forest and Acceptance to claim lands inside
the community and stating that he has won a court case for
possession of these lands. The Auroville Foundation was not
party to this court case.
The lands were purchased in the year 1974 by the Sri Aurobindo
Society and then given to the Auroville Foundation; since then
Auroville is enjoying the lands peacefully.
The Land Board together with the Working Committee has filed
a suit for declaration and injunction in the PDM court,
Tindivanam.

5) Land dispute near Certitude Farm
On 09.06.2019, a Sunday, a group of people from
Edaiyanchavady trespassed into Auroville farm land near
Certitude and damaged the existing fence and made an attempt
to build a hut. They claimed ownership of 13 cents of land.
Police intervention prevented further damage. The Land Board’s
internal survey team measured and reported that there is no 13
cents available on ground. An official government survey has
been requested.

6) Report on discrimination by Dr. Prema Nandakumar and
Dr. Nirima Oza
The report dt. 14-12-2018 by Dr. Prema Nandakumar and Dr.
Oza, regarding complaints of discrimination in Auroville, was
sent to the Working Committee on May 27th in hard copy by the
Secretary, Auroville Foundation, with the explicit instruction
that "This report is not for general circulation."
To our amazement Mr. Balu recently published this report on the
Auronet, Auroville’s internal website, together with his “thank
you” letter to the Board members.
Mr. Srinivasamurty has informed us that neither the former
Secretary, nor he himself, have given this report to Mr. Balu. Dr.
Prema Nandakumar informed us she had sent the report to the
Chairman only.
We have now found that the report was sent by Mr. Vikram Ram
to Mr. Floyd Chatterjee, who sent it to the Aurosangamam list.
We have no idea how this confidential report came into the
possession of Mr. Vikram Ram. We are also concerned that
Auroville residents are collaborating with Mr. Vikram Ram, who
is known for his attempts to discredit Auroville with the Indian
authorities.
We have requested the Governing Board to initiate an
investigation into this matter.

7) The Auroville Internal Complaints Committee and the
implementation of the Sexual Harassment of Women at
Workplace Act
a)

Change of membership

On October 10, 2018 the Working Committee appointed Niva
Kovshi, Anbu Moris, Paula Murphy, Kathy Walkling and Dr. Ms.
Vidyaa Ramkumar (external member) as members of the
Auroville Internal Complaints Committee for a period of 3 years,
effective from 24th October 2018. On December 4, 2018, the
Working Committee in addition appointed Dr. Palani
Muthuganapathy as member. Kathy resigned with effect from
6th May 2019 and Dr. Palani Muthuganapathy with effect from
13th May 2019. In their stead we have appointed Pierangela
Raccagni (Angela) and Mr. Iyyappan Jayamoorthy. These new
appointments will take effect from May 23rd, 2019. Their term
of office will end at the same time as that of the other ICC
members, e.g. on October 23rd, 2021.

b)

Employer situation.

In our report over the month of May we mentioned that the
Chairman of the Governing Board had obtained a clarification
from ex-officio Governing Board member and Joint Secretary Dr.
Saravana Kumar I.A.S., issued with the approval of Hon'ble
Minister for Human Resource Development, that the Governing
Board can vest the powers of dealing with sexual harassment
cases in Auroville to the Working Committee, designating the
Working Committee as the "Employer". Dr. Karan Singh
requested the former Secretary, Auroville Foundation, to give
the required instructions.
However, this instruction has not come. The former Secretary
informed us that the matter will be brought before the next
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meeting of the Governing Board at the request of one of the
Board members and that for that reason he could not issue the
instruction.
This may endanger the implementation of the Sexual
Harassment of Women at Workplace Act, as no action can be
taken against four persons against whom the Auroville Internal
Complaint Committee has recommended action to be taken. For
that reason, we have asked the Governing Board if it is willing
to take on the responsibility of implementing the ICC's
recommendations in sexual harassment cases till the issue of
"employer" is settled.

c)

Internal appeal

The former Secretary of the Auroville Foundation has requested
us to investigate the possibilities of internal appeal under the
Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Act. We have
discussed this with lawyer Mohan from Chennai. Following his
advice, we have asked Dr. Karan Singh to interact with the
Ministry of Human Resource Development to see if the Ministry
could issue an order on the applicability of the provisions of the
Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Act to the Auroville
Foundation, including an appeal provision.

8) The use of the name and symbol of Auroville as
trademark
The use of the name and symbol of Auroville as a trademark was
discussed with lawyer Mohan.
It was found that both the Emblems and Names (Prevention of
Improper Use) Act, 1950 and the Trademarks Act 1999, prohibit
the registration of a protected name as trademark. The name
and symbol of Auroville enjoy legal protection.
It follows that the name and symbol of Auroville cannot be
registered as a trademark and that all trademarks having the
name and/or symbol of Auroville that have been registered are
in contravention of the law. The Auroville Foundation has been
requested to take appropriate action to de-register such
trademarks.

9) Rave party near Alankuppam
An article in The Hindu reported about Auroville Residents
attending a Rave party nearby Alankuppam on the night of 8th
June, which was ‘busted’ by the police. This has led to a report
of the police to the Auroville Foundation with the request “to
take appropriate action”, and to questions of members of the
Governing Board.
We informed the Board members that the report of the police
mentioned an unlawful "Dance Jackie " Music Festival nearby
Alankuppam, (not a Rave Party as mentioned in The Hindu). The
report had attached a list of 13 names, one of which was fake.
Eleven of the twelve people came to a meeting called by the
Working Committee and submitted a joint statement. It was
found that only 5 Auroville residents attended the party; the
others were either volunteers or employees. Two people
(employees) had no intention to attend the party but were
passersby, and were stopped and brought there by the police.
None of these persons were inebriated and none were found to
be in possession of or using any marihuana or other forbidden
substances. None were aware that the party was unlawful and
that the organizers had no license to sell beer. The party had
been announced on social media. The police did not arrest any
of these people.
In response to the questions of one member of the Board we
have stated that Auroville Residents do not organize any of such
parties outside Auroville, and that Auroville teenagers or highschool students did not attend this party. We further replied
that we are not aware of any Ayawaska rituals in or around
Auroville; that no cases of drug abuse have been reported to the
Working Committee; and that no Aurovilian has ever been
deported or removed from the Register of Residents on drugrelated charges.

10) Status Mr. Sraddahalu Ranade
We received a request from AVI Canada, Quebec, for
information about Mr. Shraddhalu Ranade's status since he has
resumed his classes at Savitri Bhavan. The former Working
Committee had requested Savitri Bhavan on March 2, 2012, to
discontinue Shraddhalu’s talks in view of the events that had
taken place at the Sri Aurobindo Ashram.
We have asked Savitri Bhavan for a clarification. We were
informed that in April 2018, after several weeks of discussions,

the Management Team of Savitri Bhavan agreed to the request
voiced by a large number of Aurovilians for the resumption of
Sraddhalu’s talks on The Synthesis of Yoga, and the sessions
have been continuing regularly since then.

11) Auronet moderation - Rules and Guidelines
The Auroville Council and the Working Committee have decided
to restart the conversation about moderation of Auronet
discussions. A draft set of rules and guidelines is being discussed
and the community will be consulted soon.

12)
Security
protocol
workshops/venues

for

disturbances

at

The Auroville Council and the Working Committee, together with
the Auroville Safety and Security Service, are working on a
protocol on what to do when there is a disturbance at an
Auroville workshop or venue which involves public nuisance,
physical violence and sexual harassment or assault. A draft
protocol is being discussed and will be published soon.

13) Gold theft at Matrimandir
One member of the Governing Board has recently alerted the
Chairman, Governing Board, about the fact that in June 2017
gold ornaments went missing from the Matrimandir safe. We
have informed the Board that the Working Committee was never
involved in this issue. When the theft was discovered, the
Matrimandir executives alerted the Secretary, Auroville
Foundation, immediately and a police complaint was filed. The
Secretary reports directly to the Governing Board.
The Working Committee
Carel, Manas, Mandakini, Partha, Ranjith, Sauro.

Funds and Assets Management Committee
(FAMC) Monthly Report - April 2019
We are delighted to report that FAMC was strengthened at the
very end of April with new members joining in, namely Nicola,
Marc T., Kalya, and Inge Van-Alphen. Chali and Bindu stepped
down in mid-May after a transition period to allow for better
integration of new members into the team and get them
acquainted with the work of FAMC. Bindu will continue to help
FAMC to offer back-end administrative services. As mandated,
the quorum for decisions is ⅔ of the team, which is generally six
members but for the summer months, as many members will be
out of town, the quorum has been reduced to 5 members.
UNITS AND TRUSTS
Internal Audits: As reported previously, at the request of AV
Foundation, and to ensure compliance with CAG requirements,
FAMC has undertaken the task of doing random and targeted
internal audits of units, trusts, and projects, if deemed
necessary.
Unit Audits: The six units that had been audited in the financial
year 2018-19 have been given verbal and written feedback with
suggestions for improvement in accounting procedures. The
next round of random unit audits will be held in December 2019.
GOI Grant Audit: There will be a Quarterly audit of ongoing
projects.
Trust Audit: Auromitra Trust has been selected among the nonprofit trust to undergo an audit.
Kalpana Housing Project: After discussion with project
managers, Satyakam and Devasmita, a special audit of Kalpana
housing project will be undertaken. This housing asset now
needs to be transferred to the Housing Service. Unit and
stewardship agreements need to be issued to all the occupants.
Before these actions can be taken, FAMC needs to have a clear
financial picture for which this audit is being undertaken.
APPOINTMENTS
Atmasanga Environment Alliance (Auromitra Trust):
Appointment of executives: FAMC issued a resolution approving
the appointment of Jana Dreikhausen as a new executive. The
other executives are Udhayanan Radhakrishnan and Alfred
Hamme (Aurelio)
Information Service (ABC Trust): Appointment of executives:
FAMC issued a resolution approving the appointment of Daniele
Littlewood. The other executives are P. Kantha and Nicole
Clarence-Smith.
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Aurinoco Systems (Swagatam Trust): Executive changes: FAMC
issued a resolution approving the resignation of J. V. Avadhanulu
and re-appointment of Chandresh Patel and Manu Zurmuehl.
Comfort Design (Swagatam Trust): Executive changes: FAMC
issued a resolution approving the resignation of Tapas
Desrousseaux and appointment of Manjini Jagadeesan as a new
executive.
Auroville Water Service (Auroville Service Trust) Executive
changes: FAMC issued a resolution approving the appointment
of Roberta Keeping (Bobby) as a new executive and terminating
the executive term of Toby Neuman. The other executive is Luca
Baldesi. The caveat for these changes is that these two
executives will not propose themselves as executives of any
other income-generating unit which has similar operations as
AWS.
UNIT TRANSFERS
Marutuvam Healing Forest (Health and Healing Trust): FAMC
issued a resolution approving the transfer of this incomegenerating unit from the non-profit trust Auromitra to Health
and Healing Trust for greater GST compliance.
Pitanga Cultural Centre (Health and Healing Trust): Pitanga,
which was a project under SAIIER is now a unit under Health and
Healing Trust. The scope of work is offering physical education
and cultural activities. The executives are Sivacoumar (Kumar),
Tatiana Tolochkova and Rajesh Dhatchanamoorthy. These
changes were duly approved by FAMC.
Imagination (Auromics Trust): To ensure better management of
this ailing unit, Bobby (Roberta) and Stephan were appointed as
executives of Imagination and the unit was then transferred
from Auroville Export Trust to Auromics Trust.
NEW UNITS
Affordable Water Solutions (Team Trust): FAMC issued a
resolution approving the creation of this new unit with the scope
of work to develop and sell water purification methods and
devices. The executives are Igor Drobot and Svetlana Gobulenko.
Anveshan (Team Trust): FAMC issued a resolution approving the
creation of this new unit with the scope of work being
educational--outdoor learning activities, tours and travel
programmes and youth skill development. The executives are
Aneeta Pathak, Tejaswini Mistri-Kapoor and Priti Trivedi.
MISCELLANEOUS
GOI Works Manual: A GOI Works manual, which will have to be
followed for all Government of India (GOI) Grant projects, has
been given to a CA for vetting to ensure it complies with the
Government of India’s General Finance Rules. Once approved by
the CA, the FAMC intends to give final approval.

Internal Contributions
Source
Commercial Units
Services
Aurovilians, Newcomers, & Friends

Internal Total

Total
49,75,537
56,76,076
20,14,155

1,26,65,768

External Contributions
Government of India for SAIIER
Government of India for Other

-

Other Contribution

-

Project Contributions
Foreign Contributions

6,20,880

External Total

6,20,880

City Services Payment
Heading

Total Payments

Education
Health
Village Education

33,93,797
20,82,031
15,64,805

Organization
Social Support
Farms & Forests
Children & Youth

15,11,799
14,92,327
14,61,071
13,69,932

Culture & Sports
Prosperity Services
Outreach
Land

6,32,852
5,85,156
5,78,969
5,62,491

Security
Matrimandir
Housing
Roads, Cycle Paths, & Vehicle Services

4,87,321
3,35,162
1,38,448
1,31,581

City Planning
Contingency
Utilities
Projects

Total

90,127
76,706
40,364
25,150

1,65,60,088

Lease of land by Isai Ambalam school: After due deliberation
on the mode of financing and review of the lease deed, FAMC
and Working Committee approved Isai Ambalam school’s request
to lease 55 cents of land on plots AL 70/10 and AL 70/4 that
adjoins the school. The school needed the land to increase the
space available for a playground as well as have a vegetable
garden for school children.
In community,
Bindu, Chali,Daniel, Dhruv, Lyle, Prabhu, and Nicole

City Services Contributions and Payments
- June 2019
A more detailed report is available on Auronet (see this LINK).
MAY 2019 report is also available on Auronet, at this LINK.

SUMMARY
Opening Balance (OB)
Monthly Contributions (Int. + Ext)
Total Contributions (OB + Monthly Inc)
Total Payments

Total
4,60,60,342
1,32,86,648
5,93,46,990
1,65,60,088

CS Ending Balance

4,27,86,901

Monthly loss/gain

(32,73,441)

Contribution Details
- “Total in 33%” are contributions that are counted toward
calculating the 33% minimum net profit contribution to City
Services.
- “Total Contributions” includes specified contributions that
are not counted as part of the 33% minimum net profit
contribution to City Services.
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Commercial Unit

Total in
33%

Total
Contribution

Commercial Unit

Total in
33%

Total
Contribution

Maroma

4,06,620

4,22,620

ASSA Worktree Toys

13,930

13,930

Svaram

2,76,480

2,76,480

Auroyali Production

13,310

13,310

Sunlit Future

2,59,930

2,59,930

Aurodent

13,240

13,240

Miniature

2,13,240

2,58,690

Aurinoco Systems

13,240

13,240

Aurospirul

2,06,620

2,07,620

AV Spirit

13,240

13,240

13,240

13,240

Eco Femme

1,74,825

1,74,825

Imago

Tanto

1,59,527

1,71,827

Tree House Community

13,240

13,240

La Ferme Cheese

1,32,919

1,32,919

Abacus Accounting

11,620

12,620

AV Consulting

1,29,790

1,30,290

Aurosarjan Trust

2,000

12,500

Artisan Revolution

1,09,930

1,09,930

Holistic (Christine)

11,585

11,585

Auroline

1,07,761

1,07,761

H & S Design

11,425

11,425

93,100

1,03,100

Aurosoya

9,930

10,130

10,000

10,000

Aureka
AV Bakery/Le Gourmet

99,545

99,545

Mantra

Varuna AV included Wheeling 2L

46,222

96,222

Information Service/Publications

9,965

9,965

Catami/Dreamers Coffee

83,310

83,310

ASSA AIRE

9,930

9,930

AV Online Store

69,860

69,860

AVA - Arthena

9,930

9,930

Right Path Café (VC Café)

65,753

69,253

Auromira Developer

9,930

9,930

Upasana

68,275

68,275

AFA Aurora

9,930

9,930

Cynergy

66,550

66,550

Buildaur

9,930

9,930

To be Two (Auromode)

60,000

60,000

Café Le Morgan

9,930

9,930

Auromics

39,860

48,860

Filaure

9,930

9,930

Hers

48,240

48,240

Mitra Auroville

9,930

9,930

9,930

9,930

Shradanjali

48,240

48,240

Pitchandikulam Forest Consultants

Auroville Papers

38,480

46,680

Sumark

9,930

9,930

New Dawn Carpentry

43,930

43,930

Tapasya Design Studio

9,930

9,930

Sound Wizard

39,930

43,430

Tree Care

9,930

9,930

Capability

43,240

43,240

Wellcafe

9,930

9,930

Naturellement

43,020

43,020

Deepam Candles

8,620

8,620

Cadd Studio

26,620

40,120

Aqua Dyn Research

8,310

8,310

8,310

8,310

Progress Landscape

38,240

38,740

Rangoli

Aurorachana

34,620

37,620

AFA Delicious Bite

8,275

8,275

Boutique Visitors Center

36,620

37,120

Nala Builders

8,120

8,120

Eco Pro

34,620

34,620

The Colors Of Nature

7,620

7,620

Mereville Trust

31,620

31,620

Auroville Press

7,310

7,310

Avitra

16,240

29,240

Amano

6,620

6,620

MG Ecoduties

28,983

28,983

Auracafe

6,620

6,620

6,620

6,620

ADPS (Aurelec)

25,362

25,362

M&M Cheese

Boutique D`Av Pondy

23,275

23,775

Auro Lakshimi Construction

6,620

6,620

Atmarati Architects

23,310

23,310

AuroSunshine

6,620

6,620

Coffee Ideas

23,310

23,310

Bamboo Center Aurovile

6,620

6,620

3,310

23,310

Dorothee Consultancy

6,620

6,620

Magica

19,930

19,930

EASY PROCUREMENT SOLUTIONS

6,620

6,620

Auroville Energy Products

18,310

18,310

Eutecne

6,620

6,620

6,620

6,620

La Terrace

Painting Service

18,310

18,310

Glimpse

Flame

16,620

17,620

ASSA Goliath

6,620

6,620

Inside India

16,550

16,900

Happy Food

6,620

6,620

EV Future

16,620

16,620

Ishta

6,620

6,620

Mahasaraswathi Constr.

16,620

16,620

AVA Kalya's Delight

6,620

6,620

Sciro Pizza

16,620

16,620

AVA - Kenji Workshop

6,620

6,620

Kallialay Surf School

16,550

16,550

Linea/Dental

6,620

6,620

6,620

6,620

Kinisi

16,550

16,550

Lumiere

AVA - Wasteless

16,550

16,550

AVA - Mia-Marketing

6,620

6,620

Auromode Trust

15,000

15,000

Mira Computers

6,620

6,620

New School Crafts

14,930

14,930

ASSA - Naham Consulting

6,620

6,620

9,930

14,930

Natura

6,620

6,620

Earth Institute

14,895

14,895

AVA - Natraj

6,620

6,620

Omega

12,620

14,870

PAPUI AND SOMETHINGELSE

6,620

6,620

6,620

6,620

Conscious Living

Mandala Pottery

Pragati Construction
6,620
14,120
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Commercial Unit

Total in
33%

Total
Contribution

Commercial Unit

Total in
33%

Total
Contribution

Prisma

6,620

6,620

AVA Have Fun Pottery

3,310

3,310

Sagarmatha

6,620

6,620

AVA Hemplanet

3,310

3,310

AVA - Sebastian Photography

6,620

6,620

Holistic (Sigirid)

3,310

3,310

AFA Solitude Lunches

6,620

6,620

Imagination

3,310

3,310

AVA Spirit of Leadership

6,620

6,620

Iruita Dreams

3,310

3,310

School for sust. Managemant

6,620

6,620

Italian Food

3,310

3,310

ASSA Studio One

6,620

6,620

Kalki

3,310

3,310

Transformation Daycare

6,620

6,620

AFA - Taste of Korea

3,310

3,310

Unity Transport Service

6,620

6,620

Kottakarai Food Processing

3,310

3,310

Ganesh Bakery

6,310

6,310

LIGHT & SOUND

3,310

3,310

Naturally Auroville

3,310

6,310

Light Fish

3,310

3,310

Bon

3,310

5,310

Lively

3,310

3,310

Prakrit

5,000

5,000

AVA - Local Guide

3,310

3,310

ATB with AMIR

4,965

4,965

Manolo's Workshop

3,310

3,310

Aurocabs Taxi

4,965

4,965

Mas-Ki

3,310

3,310

Seasongs

4,965

4,965

AVA - Matrigold

3,310

3,310

Joy Postcards

3,610

3,610

Metamorphosis

3,310

3,310

Holoenergetic

3,310

3,610

ASA Mona

3,310

3,310

AVA - Agnijata

3,500

3,500

Mukti Accounting

3,310

3,310

Aline

3,310

3,310

Mystique

3,310

3,310

CSR/Andakosha

3,310

3,310

Nalan

3,310

3,310

ASSA Anjali

3,310

3,310

Natures Gift

3,310

3,310

ASSA Artomic

3,310

3,310

New Creation Corner Frites

3,310

3,310

AVA - Atma Thirupti

3,310

3,310

AVA - New Waves

3,310

3,310

ASSA - Auro Amirtham

3,310

3,310

Nymphea

3,310

3,310

Auro Bacio

3,310

3,310

ASSA - Office 4 Architecture and Des.

3,310

3,310

Aurodesign

3,310

3,310

ASSA Ortho Care

3,310

3,310

ASSA - Arom

3,310

3,310

Path Architects & Planners

3,310

3,310

Auronirmata

3,310

3,310

Penta Services

3,310

3,310

Aurore

3,310

3,310

Perceptive Eye

3,310

3,310

AVA - Aurosystemica

3,310

3,310

Pitchandikulam

3,310

3,310

AVEI Construction

3,310

3,310

Radiance

3,310

3,310

Auroville Press Publishers

3,310

3,310

ASSA Raman Constructions

3,310

3,310

Auroville Printers

3,310

3,310

Resonance

3,310

3,310

Auroville Wind Systems

3,310

3,310

Roads in Construction

3,310

3,310

Auzolan

3,310

3,310

ASSA Rio

3,310

3,310

AWS-Indi Surfboard

3,310

3,310

ASSA Rockn Bubbles

3,310

3,310

AVA Bear and Trout Studio

3,310

3,310

Roma`s Kitchen

3,310

3,310

Bhakti Mills

3,310

3,310

AFA Royality Bakery

3,310

3,310

Bike Care

3,310

3,310

Sipapo

3,310

3,310

AVA - Blossoms

3,310

3,310

ASSA Softnet

3,310

3,310

AVA-Brainfever Media Productions

3,310

3,310

Sunshine Music

3,310

3,310

AVA Centre de Soins Naturelle

3,310

3,310

ASSA Swastika

3,310

3,310

Comfort Design

3,310

3,310

Taboo

3,310

3,310

ASSA Convergence

3,310

3,310

AFA Taste of Nature

3,310

3,310

Discovery

3,310

3,310

Translating Engineer

3,310

3,310

AVA - 150 DPI

3,310

3,310

The Neem Tree

3,310

3,310

Earth & Us

3,310

3,310

AVA - Tulsi

3,310

3,310

Eco Fare

3,310

3,310

Umbrella Logistics

3,310

3,310

Ecoteco Pools

3,310

3,310

Unitary

3,310

3,310

AFA/Essence of Nature

3,310

3,310

Upcycling Sales

3,310

3,310

AVA - Food Laboratory

3,310

3,310

Upcycling Studio

3,310

3,310

Freeland

3,310

3,310

V Design

3,310

3,310

Functional Forms

3,310

3,310

AVA Vikram Devatha

3,310

3,310

AVA - Future Dreams

3,310

3,310

Well Paper

3,310

3,310

Gastronomica

3,310

3,310

WHITE ANT STUDIO

3,310

3,310

Gecko!

3,310

3,310

Yatra Nova

3,310

3,310

ASA Gundolf

3,310
3,310
AFA Country Chicken Farm
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Commercial Unit

Total in
33%

Total
Contribution

Service

Total in
20%
1,360
1,200
720
368

Total
Contribution
1,360
1,200
720
368

6,020
7,85,847
2,55,644

6,020
7,98,547
2,55,644

La Maison Boutique

3,000

3,000

ASSA Selvam Multip. Team

3,000

3,000

Stone Age Handicraft

3,000

3,000

AVA - Oceans

1,000

2,000

Bhojanam

1,735

1,735

AVA Cocoon

1,655

1,655

AVA/Esendi

1,655

1,655

Adventure GH
Nandhanam GH
Elumalai & Sarasu GH
EUU - Selveraj GH
Conversion HS to Guesthouse(29 of
43)
Subtotal
Additional Guest Contributions

AFA - Vegan Essence

1,655

1,655

Total

10,41,491

10,54,191

-

1,500

47,29,487

49,75,537

95%

100%

Service
Financial Services
Deepam
Visitor Center Parking
Quiet Healing Centre
Botanical Garden
L'Avenir
Working Committee
Citadine
Medi Clown
Sacgred Groves Care
CSR
ALA Lead
Visitor Center
ABC
AV Design Consultants
Auroville Video Production
Mohanam
ACI Project
50TH ANNIVERSARY
Anntara
Aurogreen Farm
Auroville Water Harvest
Auroville Vehicle Service
Auroville Village Action Group
Bharat Nivas SAWCHU
Birth Center
Integral Learning Center
Satsang Project
Land Consolidation Committe
La Piscine
LIFE EDUCATION CENTRE
Red Earth Riding School
Somagic
Solitude Farm
Tomatis Project
Telephone Service
Creeva
Sewa
Thamarai

Total
35,95,465
4,37,191
2,75,370
56,340
43,030
24,745
23,170
19,860
13,240
11,585
9,930
8,349
8,275
6,620
6,620
6,620
6,620
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
1,655
1,655
1,655

Total
Contribution
35,95,465
4,37,191
2,75,370
57,340
43,030
24,745
23,170
19,860
13,240
11,585
9,930
8,349
8,275
6,620
6,620
6,620
6,620
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
1,655
1,655
1,655

Total

46,20,885

46,21,885

ASSA Eternal

Total
Percent of Total

Service
Auromode GH
Tanto GH (shown u/ Tanto Rs. 94,772)
Isai Ambalam GH
Gaia's Garden GH
Atithi Griha GH
Center GH
New Creation GH
Afsanah GH
Mitra GH
Sharnga GH
Joy Community GH
Reve GH
Samarpan GH
EUU - Douceur GH
Swagatham GH
La Maison Bleu GH
Arka GH
EUU - Vikas GH
Verite GH
3 Roses GH (Three roese GH)
Youth Camp Fraternity GH
Needam GH
Goodness GH
Harsha GH
EUU Moongate GH
EUU - Sonja & Umberto GH
Satyen GH
Kalpana GH
Light & Bliss GH
Mohini GH
Sita Nivas GH
Vandavilla GH
Samasti GH
EUU - Humility GH
Semanti GH
EUU - Avision GH
Creativity GH
EUU - New Community GH
Savitri Bhavan Hostel
EUU Siddhartha Forest GH
EUU - Transformation GH
EUU - Gratitude GH
Aspiration GH
Buddha Garden Coll.
EUU - Evergreen GH
Grace GH
Discovery GH
EUU - Pitchandikulam GH
Juergen Quiet GH
Red Earth Black Box GH
Vijaya GH
EUU - Moongil GH (Bamboo Center)

Total in
20%
1,00,046
82,215
57,192
56,803
54,855
47,568
44,488
38,508
37,353
21,661
14,912
14,510
13,200
10,191
10,071
9,997
9,960
9,930
9,878
9,650
9,440
7,710
7,030
6,620
6,500
6,138
5,924
5,620
5,290
4,200
4,000
3,994
3,920
3,600
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
2,927
2,680
2,040
2,000
1,980
1,920
1,720
1,688
1,680
1,400

Total
Contribution
1,00,046
82,215
57,192
56,803
60,755
47,568
51,288
38,508
37,353
21,661
14,912
14,510
13,200
10,191
10,071
9,997
9,960
9,930
9,878
9,650
9,440
7,710
7,030
6,620
6,500
6,138
5,924
5,620
5,290
4,200
4,000
3,994
3,920
3,600
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
3,310
2,927
2,680
2,040
2,000
1,980
1,920
1,720
1,688
1,680
1,400

Individual Contributions Details
Aurovilian
School Participation
Friends of AV
Newcomer

Total
16,30,810
1,81,000
1,50,345
52,000

Total
Contribution
16,30,810
1,81,000
1,50,345
52,000

Total

20,14,155

20,14,155

Source
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Zero Contribution-Commercial Units
AVA - AF Deko
Nature & Sprit (AVA - Aikya)
Akriti Construction
Aladin
ASSA Alter Eco
Aqua Engineers
ASSA Atelier MAA
Auroannam
ASSA AURO CONSTRUCTION
Aurocreation
ASSA Auro E Book
Aurokriya
Aurodam Harmony Center
Aurore Kinisi
AVA Aurotech
AV AVA Accounting Service
Avdzines
AV Associated Architects
AVA AV Songs for Children
Avision
AVA - Bendi
Bhrama Buidling
AVA - Candala
ASSA - Castelino & Marchese
AVA City Transport
ASSA Creal Om
Cuppa Chai
Digital Insight
Dream Craft
ASSA Dream Studio
AVA - Earthen
ASSA Earth Weavers
ENVIRONMENTAL MONIT.
Eye See
Farm Fresh
AVA - Flametree Web Software

AVA House of Harmony
AVA - Inscapes
Ivanas Drawings
ASSA Jade Beauty
Joy Living Learning
AVA - Kamomil
Kola Mandala
Linea
Maha Transport Service
ASSA Maiko
Mira Boutique
Naham Consultancy II
AVA - Oasis
AVA - Oasis Mother of Pearl
Papyrus
Payanam
Poonam Architecture
ASSA Prime
Quantum Mech Training
REVE WORKSHOP
Roland Workshop
AVA - Sabaki
Sanskrit Songs
Saraswati Unlimited
Skinny Wolf
Sopanam
ASSA SS Mobiles
Sunrise Taxi
Tamarind Bakes
ASSA Touchstone Artwork
Vanaville
Vijayasri Consultancy
AVA - Wisdom Splendour
ASSA Yep
Zurmuehl Consulting

Zero Contribution–Guesthouse
Abundance GH
Adhi GH
Angel GH
Avinash GH
Blossom GH
EUU - Boomivalar GH Coll
Casa Luna GH
EUU - Victor and Galina GH
Dariya GH
EUU - Divyan GH
EUU - Forecomers GH
Horizon GH
International House
IYO GH
EUU - Kofpu GH
EUU - Kumar Samasti GH

Li Mei GH
EUU - Lotus GH
Martuvam GH
Mahila GH
EUU - Nilatangam GH
Ramachandran GH
EUU Rohini GH
Safari Accomodation Collection
Rainbow in Auroville GH
EUU - Saroja
Selvi Arumugam GH
Suganya GH
EUU Svet Lana GH
Tibetan Bodkhang
Utility GH
Victory GH

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Vikram Mani resignation from the
Auroville Council
Dear Community,
This is to inform that Vikram Mani has resigned from the
Auroville Council with immediate effect for personal reasons.
The Council is very appreciative of his work and would invite him
as a resource person whenever necessary and available.
Wishing Vikram all the best always.
Warm regards,
The Auroville Council

Invitation for a General Meeting: Next steps
to discuss the manner of choosing working
group members
Dear community members,
The Residents’ Assembly Service would like to invite you for a
General Meeting to discuss the manner of choosing future
members for our working groups (such as the Auroville Council,
FAMC, L’avenir d’Auroville, Working Committee, etc).

The General Meeting will take place on:
Tuesday the 23rd of July: 5 pm - 7.30 pm,
in Unity Pavilion.
WHY?
The Residents’ Assembly Service has received a petition signed
by 93 residents, to immediately convene the Residents’
Assembly to discuss and decide the next steps for choosing the
manner in which members for Auroville working groups are to be
selected.
HOW?
This General Meeting will provide the space for community
members to voice their thoughts and feelings about the
Selection Process as it is stipulated in the Participatory Working
Groups Guidelines 2018. If needed, subsequent General Meetings
will be organized so that everyone - community members and
working group members - could be adequately heard.
The petition is asking for a Residents' Assembly decision making
process (RAD or voting) to decide on the next steps that need to
be taken for choosing the working group members. This General
Meeting may become a starting point for the RAD, where the
Residents’ Assembly (RA) will decide if the voting process is
needed.
We hope to see you all taking part in this process.
With love and care,
Your Residents’ Assembly Service

PAN Card required for Foreign Exchange
As per Reserve Bank of India regulations, the PAN CARD is
required for all transactions in foreign exchange (cash, cheque
or credit card) of all Residents staying longer than 180 days in
India. We therefor ask you to send a soft copy of your PAN card
to financialservice@auroville.org.in or bring your PAN Card along
to our office for scanning.
In case you do not have a PAN CARD yet , please contact Kumar
9442294076 or kumar11@auroville.org.in
Documents required – black & white copies only!
For Volunteers (beyond 180 days), Newcomers and Aurovilians:
Passport and RRO Visa copy + 2 photos.
For Indian Citizens: ID proof and 2 photos.
Thanks for your co-operation
Otto, For Financial Service

From the Housing Service
Houses available for transfer:
1. Marco S. & Dominique house - Samasti Community: Plinth
area - 134.96 Sq.m. double storied RCC framed structure,
residential building with brick walls plastered in cement mortar,
RCC flat roofing with covered terracotta tile roof. Consisting of
store room, living room, kitchen, bed room & toilet. With inside
RCC spiral stair with wooden finish.
(Suitable for Couple only)
2. Tom & Francesca house – Dana Community: Plinth Area 245.80 sqm. Two storied RCC framed structure, residential
building in cement mortar. The ground floor consisting of living
room, kitchen, bathroom, store room & stairs. The first floor
consists of two bedrooms, bathroom and a terrace with kitchen
corner. The second floor consists of a big terrace, partly covered
and storages. A separate parking cum store room with GI sheet
roofing and a separate store room with PVC sheet roofing over
wooden rafters are also provided.
(Suitable for Family only)
For more information e-mail to housing-transfer@auroville.
Write Separate e-mail for each house/apartment mentioning
the house/apartment name in the subject line. If you do not get
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any reply within 5 days of your e-mail, then you are requested
to contact Sundar. K at housing service - (0413) 2622658
Visiting hours related to house transfer: FRIDAY: Morning 9.30
am to 12.30 pm. Afternoon – 2.30 to 4 pm only.
Youth Housing:
If you are Aurovilian, between 20 and 35 years old, working for
Auroville full time for at least 9 months and have no/limited
funds for housing, you are welcome to apply for Youth Housing.
Places in Youth Housing (Kriya and Humanscapes) are suitable
for singles, couples and families.
(No guarantees for immediate placement.)
For more information e-mail to housing@auroville.org.in
Houses available in housing projects:
1. Sunship: Immediately available
One office of 20 M2(First Floor) is available for transfer
Contact louis@auroville.org.in for visit and more information

Please note that if you are submitting a project that has
anything to do with Auroville or Auroville Outreach schools, or,
students of any individual classes, your project is to be reviewed
by all concerned School Boards prior to the Project Coordination
Group review. (Please contact all individual schools before
submitting your proposal to the School Boards.) Therefore, it is
important that all the relevant bodies (i.e. schools, teachers,
school boards, etc.) are aware of your project and support it. In
this way, the Project Coordination Group can more
easily recommend a project for funding knowing it will have the
support of schools and thereby have a greater impact on the
beneficiaries of the project.
NB: If you have already received funding for a project through
the Project Coordination Group please send in a progress
report/status update (if project is ongoing) or final report (if
project has been completed or all funds have been utilized)
before making an application for new grant.

2. Kalpana: The project is completed. The residents have
moved in since 15th December 2018.
Fully equipped apartments with cupboards, kitchen, bathroom,
fridge, hobs light, fan, solar back up system. Covered terrace
for each apartment. 2 Units available.
For information and site visit contact:
satyakam@auroville.org.in

For more information or assistance please write to
pcg@auroville.org.in or contact the Project Coordination Group
at the ACUR (Town Hall) by phoning 2622250. Last date for
submitting proposals for possible funding for this call is
Monday, 22 July 2019.

Information on grants allotted for Aurovilians by Housing
Board: Housing Board informs that there is no more grant
available for housing extension.
Financial assistance is available only for repairs.
The Housing Service

Dated: 08-07-2019

Call for Grant Proposals
SDZ Funding in 2019
The Project Coordination Group (PCG) will be meeting to review
grant proposals for funding by Stichting De Zaaier in the latter
half of 2019. All documents related to this purpose are to be
submitted in the prescribed forms as attachments, emailed to
pcg@auroville.org.in latest by Monday, 22 July 2019. (In case
your proposal is not ready by this time, another call for proposals
for SDZ will be announced later this year, corresponding to the
date of the next meeting during which the SDZ board will
consider proposals from Auroville for possible funding.)
With regard to Stichting De Zaaier, the Project Coordination
Group will check whether proposals fall within their funding
criteria and forward those that do to the SDZ Board for final
selection and grant allocation.
Stichting De Zaaier welcomes project proposals for:
o research studies in the fields of sociology, economy,
psychology and inner development;
o exploratory (research) studies into the relations with the
world outside Auroville, in particular with the villages (and
villagers) surrounding Auroville, as well as proposals for
initiatives that seek to contribute to strengthening these
relations;
o initiatives that seek to enhance efficient co-operation of
Aurovilians with the aim of making full use of the existing
potential in Auroville;
o studies exploring a sustainable future for Auroville and
initiatives contributing to such a future;
o initiatives requiring seed money for innovative, out-of-thebox proposals, informal education and training, women’s
development, outreach and proposals prepared by youth.

FROM THE ENTRY SERVICE - WAV # 002
Our team is happy to recommend the following individuals as
Aurovilians, Newcomers and Friends of Auroville, joining
Auroville. Prior to Newcomer, Aurovilian and Friend of Auroville
status confirmation, for Newcomers and Friends of Auroville two
weeks and for Aurovilians and Returning Aurovilians one-month
window for community feedback. Kindly forward your support or
grievances to entryservice@auroville.org.in.
NEWCOMERS ANNOUNCED:
 Dorian NADAUD (French) Staying in Auromodele and Working
at CSR
 Malgorzata KADZIELSK (known as Ocean Bekker) (Dutch)
Staying in Revelation and Working at Auro Image
 Raju SHANMUGAM (known as Sivaraju) (Indian) Staying in
Sacred Groves Staff Quarters and Working at Sacred Groves
AUROVILIANS ANNOUNCED:
 Manikandan ARUMUGAN (Indian) Staying in Saracon and
Working at Abacus
 Selvam NADESAN (Indian) Staying in Promesse Community and
Working at Promesse
 Weidong LIAO (Chinese) Staying in Surrender and Working at
Imago
LEFT ON HIS/HER OWN:
 Alena (Amrita) DEMIDENKO (Russian)
 Eugenie DUMONT (French)
NOT READY TO JOIN AUROVILLE
The Entry Board, in consultation with the mentors concerned,
has not accepted the following Newcomers joining Auroville.
The reasons have been communicated to them.
 Daniela BOBAN-WALTON (British)
 Jonathan Andrew WALTON (British)
 Ravishankar SHAHI (Indian)

Please note that no funds are available for infrastructure,
buildings or transport. Requests for equipment will only be
considered if specifically required for the implementation of the
project and are not already available in Auroville.

NOTE: Individuals are entered into the Register of Residents
(maintained by the Auroville Foundation) shortly after filling the
B-FORM and meeting with the Secretary of the AVF.
The appointment date for these is set and communicated by the
Entry Service to the individual at the respective time, and NOT
AT THEIR PERSONAL REQUEST.
This is the last step of the Newcomer process where the status
of Newcomer Resident is switched to Aurovilian Resident.

Stichting De Zaaier has also indicated a preference for the
funding of projects and activities for which the maintenance of
Aurovilians is either covered by Auroville or from a source other
than SDZ grants.

ENTRY SERVICE OPEN TO PUBLIC TIMINGS
Monday, Wednesday, Friday 09:30AM-12:30PM
* Newcomer kits will be given and received only on Tuesdays
& Thursdays between 2:30 pm and 4:00 pm

Yours, The Entry Service
A revised grant application form and budget request form are
available on request from pcg@auroville.org.in or may be
downloaded from Auronet.
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION
RAS opening timings at La Terrace in July
Dear Community Members,
We would like to inform you of our opening timings at La terrace:
Tuesday 10am to 12noon.
Friday 4.30pm to 6pm.
Drop by to share your ideas, concerns or just say "hello".
We are also happy to meet you on other timings. Kindly contact
us per email for an appointment. Our email address:
raservice@auroville.org.in.
Warmly, Residents' Assembly Service

MOBILITY IN AUROVILLE
MOBILITY IN AUROVILLE: Essentials
 City Shuttle
Quick "Pick up and Drop" Shuttle Service within the city area or
nearby, free of charge, operating with 2 EV vehicles (quiet electric
7-seater vans) and 1 petrol 4-seater for special needs.
Where: Visitors Center Main Gate or on call.
When: daily 9.30am to 6pm.
How: call landline (best) 0413-262-2611 or 9487650951 (driver).
 Cycle Kiosk at Solar Kitchen area
We repair and maintain all types of bicycles, as a community service.
Bike parts to full servicing at minimal costs. Free air!
Where: Opposite PTDC/Foodlink/Solar Kitchen in Prosperity Area.
When: Monday to Saturday: 9am to 4:30pm.
How: drop in. Contact Phone Chris O.: 8940115240.
 Cycles and children car seats rentals
Where: Vehicle Service, Town Hall.
When: Monday - Saturday from 9am to 12.30 and 2.30 to 5pm.
How: Contact avvehicle@auroville.org.in or
Phone: 0413-2623302, Mobile: 9443074825.
 Electric bicycles for rent at Kinisi:
Where: at CSR compound (see MAP).
When: Monday-Saturday 9:30-12:30 and 2:00-4:30 pm.
How: book online at http://kinisi.in, or email kinisi@auroville.org.in
or call +91 8300460679 / +91 8300460680 / +91 4132622277.
 Integrated Transport Services (ITS)
Electric vehicle rental, shared taxi services, local pick up & drop
services, delivery services and vehicle repairs. NEW! Evening
Electric Shuttle Service & Shuttle Service to Chennai.
Where: opposite Solar Kitchen.
When: Monday-Saturday from 9am-5pm.
How: Phone: 8098776644 | 9442566256 | 9840983080.
its@auroville.org.in, http://its.auroville.org/.
 Visitors’ Center – Bicycle Rental
Daily/Weekly/Monthly rates.
Where: Available from the Kiosk, Near Dosai Corner/Dreamer’s.
When: 9.30am - 5pm.
How: Contact: 0413-262-3034.
● Auroville Accessible Bus Schedule
The current Accessible Auroville Public BUS schedule for Pondy
is always available at www.auroville.org/contents/3988.
NO Sunday SRIMA bus from 21.04.2019 onward

GREEN MATTERS

On the other hand, this is only about public wells and doesn't
concern the many private wells, agricultural wells and all the
wells located in Tamil Nadu area. Difficult to quantify the effect
such scheme will have as private wells in TN are not registered
and extraction on both areas unknown.
This scheme, financed at 80% by the French Government, is
started but will take a couple of years to be completed.
So, a good news but at best it can only give a bit of time to
address the problem of water security we are facing.

2- The bad news
The deepest usable aquifer in the bioregion of Auroville is the
Vanur formation.
This aquifer, very productive, is the source of water for
irrigation in a large part of our area and about 4 lakhs people
are directly depending on it. Massively over exploited (multiple
paddy crops, sugarcane and to a lesser expand Casurina), the
water level is dropping very rapidly while this aquifer is turning
saline (upward leakage, brackish water entering from Kaluvelly).
The unanimous recommendation of all concerned organisations
is to ban the development of new wells on this aquifer and as
much than possible to stop further exploitation. Auroville has
some wells tapping this aquifer, some recently drilled.
The ground water level was at +7m above Mean Sea Level (MSL)
in 1975 and at -47m below MSL in 2005, near Sedarapet (an
industrial area of Pondicherry Territory located 10Kms West of
Auroville's centre). By now, the ground water level in this
aquifer is at -97m below MSL in Sedarapet and -78m below MSL
in Kapappet (where Pondicherry University is, along the ECR).
Sea water intrusion in this aquifer, forecasted since 2004, can
happen any time.

Yes, we are in a water crisis.
The present situation is once more calling for coherent actions,
creativity and participation.
NB: These information has been received from Pondicherry Water
Resources Organisation. The ground water level is monitored
through dedicated automated piezometric borewells under the
National Hydrology Program, initiated in 2006.

Gilles Boulicot

Water Saving Tip of the Week!!
Leaky faucets that drip at the rate
of one drop per second can waste up to
10,000 liters of water each year.
Be sure that there are no leaky taps
in your house or your community.
With love from the Water Group,
helping Auroville become a water-sensitive
city. watergroup@auroville.org.in

Water crisis, thirsty animals:

Ground Water - 1 good news, 1 bad news
We are all aware that the ground water situation is critical in
our area due to over exploitation. The consequences of this
ongoing degradation are massive and impact directly Auroville.
Here are 2 important updates.
It is good to stay aware that things are constantly changing
beyond the borders of Auroville.

1- The good news.
In Pondicherry area, daily municipal water supply is covered
through bore wells mainly located in a stretch of 5kms along the
coast. These wells are tapping one single ground water resource
(Cudalore formation) and contribute massively to the ongoing
I see every day on my way to work in the villages and in AV, so
sea water intrusion.
many animals - birds, dogs, cows... searching for water. Would
Pondicherry Government has launched a scheme to shift the
it be possible to put a bucket of water (where the animals
extraction for municipal water supply to an area located 25kms
roam around) in front of your door for them? At least, they
inland, southwest of Pondicherry, from the same aquifer, with
would not be thirsty... Thanks for your understanding.
an increased daily supply of 120MLD. The wells so far used will
Agnes from Hermitage
all be stopped. This solution is not perfect but will give us time.
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POSTINGS
From WELLBAGS, customized cloth bags and dressmaking:
We are very glad to reach you all after the summer breaks!
Please contact us for any types of cloth
bags for your shops, restaurants,
parcels, gifts, giveaways, etc… Screen
print facilities available at reasonable
cost. Our colourful hand bags that are
made out of second hand clothes are
available at Tanto and Handy Market.
We are also happy to share you that we
are doing all types of ladies tailoring
work (Churidars, Blouse, Saris, Skirts…)
and other small stitching work at our place
Thanks a lot for your kind support.
For your information: Tanto, Marc’s cafe, Naturellement,
Visitors’ Centre cafe, Farm fresh, and some other local shops
also go for WELLBAGS.
Thank you,
WELLBAGS, located next to Auroville Bakery.
A TAILORNG PROGRAMME FOR VILLAGE WOMEN EMPOWERMENT)
Contact: 9843195290 or wellbags@auroville.org.in

HEALTH
 Group Physiotherapy Program for Physical Balance
Facilitated by: Osnat, Physiotherapist and Denis, NLP and
Hypnotherapist.
Starting from July 15th 2019 till September 2nd
for 8 weekly sessions every Monday 9-11am
at Santé Institute for Integral Health
Santé will offer a physiotherapy program to improve one's
physical balance designed for people from age 70 and above.
The program combines both physical and cognitive practice.
We will practice balance through physical and mental exercises,
including muscular strengthening, developing neuromuscular
control, increasing body awareness and identifying patterns of
behaviour so one is able to change.
*Pre registration is required. Space is limited to 8 participants
Contributions for each class will be similar to single
physiotherapy sessions
Consistent participation during the
2 month program is expected.
For further details and registration,
please contact Santé reception on
(0413)-2622803

WORK OPPORTUNITIES
HR Initiative is a service which helps individual Aurovilians and
Newcomers who are looking for suitable work to find it, and to help
Auroville units and services who are looking to fill positions to find
the right individuals to step in:

Office Administration
A growing unit is looking for someone to manage administrative
and accounting tasks in our office. You are self-motivated and
have basic accounting and management skills. You have fluency
in spoken and written English and communicate well by phone
and email. Maintenance provided.

Coordination
You oversee and manage the workflow of your team, handle
communications, schedule meetings and manage data
accessibility. You speak fluent English, work fast and have a
basic understanding of building, construction and development.
A background in management, architecture or construction is a
big plus. You have good people skills and are a proactive problem
solver. Full-time, maintenance provided.

And other positions (please inquire about details):








Stitching Oversight and Quality Control
Content Creator
Administrative Work (part-time)
Maintenance and Repair Management
System Administrator
Project Management
Administrative Assistance






Business Developer & Strategic Marketing Design
Visual Communication, Graphic Design & Management
Digital Marketing
Administration

Please contact us for more information and if you are
interested in any of these work opportunities or if you are
looking for something else: hr_hub@auroville.org.in. (if you
are searching for work: fill in this form).
HR Initiative

EATING OUT
Goyo – Silent Restaurant reopens 6th July
Goyo, a Korean silent restaurant in Luminosity, will be open
again for lunch every Thursday and Saturday from 6th July.
Please book at least a day before by SMS 9489693809 or
goyo@auroville.org.in. We are very happy to host you with
special ambiance and Korean home style menus after long
refreshing.
Peace, Wonja for Goyo

VOICES & NOTES
NOTES
Happy Birthday Mahalingam
It was the year 1920. In the early hours of the morning of July 1
the faint cry of a newborn child was heard in a small village
Thoothukudi district from the home of Sri Sangu Krishna Nadar,
a kalkandu (sugar candy) merchant and his wife Seedhalakshmi.
Little did they know that this little boy whom they named
Mahalingam would bring joy and become committed to
Auroville, The City of the Future.
Though the father was not educated he sent Mahalingam and his
two elder brothers to an elementary school in the village. Later
Mahalingam had to shift to the next village, bigger than his own,
to finish his high school education at the AV Joseph School.
Those were the days when very few districts had colleges. He
then joined Xavier's college in Palayamkottai in 1936 to pursue
his Bachelor of Arts. He was the first to attend College from his
village and the surrounding ones. Not only was he always first in
academics but also good at sports.
1939 was a time when there were disturbances everywhere
because of the beginning of World War Two. News spread that a
British expeditionary force had landed in France where they
were welcomed. The British army was constantly seeking for
Indian soldiers. In 1940, after completing his Intermediate
examination, Mahalingam joined the army as a lieutenant
because of his great desire to see France. As he was one of the
few who knew English his main work was to bring ammunition
from factories in Punjab. He belonged to the battalion in
Alipore, Kolkata. There was a constant disturbance in those
areas: people who were protesting against the government tried
putting bombs on the tracks to stop the ammunition from
reaching the army. Mahalingam’s job was at the railway
security, where he had twenty soldiers under him: their main
job was to avoid any disturbances caused by protesters in the
area. He travelled all over in North India during this time.
Being truly patriotic, he was also a part of the National Congress
Party in 1944. Leaders were often seen going to jail, usually
because of their anti-war speeches. The party was against giving
any help to the British when it came to the war. That was
considered an anti-Indian act. Pandit Nehru’s speeches against
Indian soldiers serving under the British army led to him being
condemned to serve a jail term of nine years. This incident
created a deep impact on Mahalingam. He had been only twenty
months in the army but he decided to follow Nehru and opt out
of it. Instead he joined the Quit India Movement’s struggle for
Indian independence, which led to him staying at Nehru’s home
in Allahabad for some weeks and also meeting Gandhiji, once at
his ashram once and another time in Madras. He even landed in
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jail for two weeks due to his participation in the Quit India
Movement.
In 1942, after gaining a BA Degree, he opted for teacher’s
training in English and Mathematics. During this time, he came
across the writings of Swami Sivananda and became his disciple.
He visited his ashram in Rishikesh in the Himalayas, where his
mornings began by taking a dip in the holy river Ganga. There
he thought that at last he had reached his home, but then there
was a constant sharp voice within him which repeatedly told him
to leave that place. After two weeks he had to give in to that
voice even though Swamiji and the ashram disciples were very
kind to him and he loved the Himalayan mountains and the
melting snow water of the Ganges. Soon Mahalingam was on his
way towards Tirunelveli. When he got down from the train he
met a friend who was holding a book named Conversations with
the Mother. His friend gave it to him. The moment he began
reading that book, he knew he had at last reached where the
place he was destined for and that he had at last found his way.
From 1945 to 1950 Mahalingam stayed in the home of Siva
Subramaniam, a devotee of the Mother, in Madras. He wrote to
the ashram requesting permission to receive darshan of Sri
Aurobindo. The first time when he went upstairs for the darshan
on the first floor of the ashram he tried catching a glimpse of Sri
Aurobindo from where he stood in the queue and felt that Sri
Aurobindo looked at him and smiled. Mahalingam felt very happy
to have received a smile from Sri Aurobindo and felt a sudden
calmness within him.
From then onwards until Sri Aurobindo’s passing in December
1950 Mahalingam visited the ashram in Pondicherry regularly for
the Darshan of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother. The Mother gave
him permission to join and serve the Ashram where he worked
in the bakery and the laundry till 1958. She even sent some
money when Mahalingam was undergoing some medical
treatment. A beautiful change had overtaken him which made
him go one step beyond religion. He continued his profession as
a teacher, and before retirement he taught in 25 schools.
After his retirement he moved to Auroville in the early 1970s. At
first for six years he taught Tamil in Udavi and Transition. Then
Mary Kapoor, in charge of Transition, requested him to focus on
translating the Mother’s books from English to Tamil instead. She
felt the need for it was more important. Mahalingam took up
this work. Since then he has translated more than 9,000 pages
of the Mother’s and Sri Aurobindo’s Works such as The Mother,
Bases of Yoga, Lights on Yoga, More Lights on Yoga, two volumes
of Sri Aurobindo’s Letters on Yoga as well as all 16 volumes of
the Collected Works of the Mother. He has also written Life of
Sri Aurobindo in Tamil and has translated into Tamil the
concluding paragraphs of each chapter of Sri Aurobindo’s books
The Life Divine and The Synthesis of Yoga have also been
translated by him, in addition to gathering and writing articles
for the Tamil monthly magazine ‘Vaigarai’ published by the
Ashram.
For many years Mahalingam spent most of his time giving talks
on these books and distributing Mother’s autographed books at
study centres. More recently he has been quietly residing in the
Auroville community of Fraternity, where he loves spending his
evenings sitting near the basketball ground watching the young
children play. He will complete 99 years on this earth on July
1st 2019.
Written by Ashwini
(See under Invitations to join the celebrations)

ACCOMMODATIONS
This Section is on hold at present.
We are in contact with Housing Service, Entry Board
and SAVI to find the best coordinated way to handle the
accommodation publishing requests.
Warmly, the editors

AVAILABLE

Honda Shine Motorbike: 2016 model and recently fully
serviced so if anybody interested please contact us. Meena in
Courage 04132623263, 9787702180.

Are you looking for a space for your activity / unit? UTSAV
(meaning Celebration) - a mixed use commercial and residential
development - along the Vérité Radial in the Industrial Zone, is
ready for the last phase of Building Application.
It has received site permission and has been reviewed by
L’avenir d’Auroville for the first phase of Building Application.
It has the active support of Auroville Board of Commerce.
The project offers flexibility of space requirements depending
on your usage. Ground and First floor is for units / services /
offices / workshops etc.
Second floor is available for Volunteer accommodation for any
activity in Auroville.
For further information, please contact project architect:
Mona at Yantra, Studio Naqshbandi, Auroville Architects Service.
2622900, mona@auroville.org.in

LOOKING FOR…
Motorbike, preferably Honda splendor or TVS: Contact
Hartmut vonlieres@gmx.de, or 7094-812897

Wood chipping machine: Dear Community members, Road
Service is thinking of buying a wood chipping machine to produce
good mulching and composting material.
We request the persons who would be interested in buying mulch
or in renting the machine to let us know.
If there is a sufficient number of persons interested, we will
contact them with clear figures before proceeding further.
Contact: roadservice@auroville.org.in

Volunteers for New Creation School: Dear Friends, New
Creation is a project to help village’s difficult families by helping
their children and let them grow in harmony and joy in our
boarding school. New Creation wants to be a bridge between
Auroville and villages as mother’s wish. We are running a
primary school where 45 children are studying in a free progress
method and we are looking for some volunteers to come and
share with our kids.

We are looking for some arts /painting/drawing teachers to
come in the afternoons, from Monday to Thursday, after
2.30pm. We’re also looking for sports teacher who can come also
everyday after 2.30pm to make those kids learn sports and
games.
If you want to know more about our work, what we are doing
here and what is it possible to do, please contact Beber at
aurochild@auroville.org.in or 6385635943. With love and light.

TAXI SHARING
Auroville service of taxi sharing available with ITS at:
http://sharedtransport.auroville.org/ (an initiative by earth&us).

8 July: I am arriving in Chennai at 12.40 noon on Monday 8th

Auroville Library of Things (ALoT), an initiative by earth&us, at
the container opposite PTDC: borrow tools, toys, kitchenware,
travelling & hiking gear at your convenience. alot@auroville.org.in.
NOW ONLINE! aurolot.myturn.com/library/inventory/browse.

July. If anyone want to share the taxi either way (reaching the
airport / Chennai before 1 pm or returning back leaving soon
after 1 pm from the airport, please contact me at
nandita@sharan-india.org or SMS / WhatsApp - +91 9488483286
Nandita, Quiet
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10 July: Going to Chennai airport, I am leaving Invocation at
3pm. Happy to share a taxi. Please contact me: Ann 9443790661.

10 July: Going to Chennai Airport. I will leave AV/Surrender on

AT THE MATRIMANDIR
AMPHITHEATER-MATRIMANDIR

the 10th July at about 9pm. Whoever would like to share a taxi
with me, please call me at 2622 649 (best time mornings until
11.30 or around 7pm) - Sylvia/Surrender

THIS WEEK IN AV

on Sunday 14th July - 6.30 to 7.30 pm
(weather permitting…)

There are 2 useful online calendars
of events in Auroville:
 Online Auroville Events Calendar - (no need to log in for
guests! – just scroll down the page) The schedule of events for
the week can be accessed by all, including Guests and Visitors,
on the Auronet login page: www.auroville.org.in.
 Auroville Art Service: artservice.auroville.org/calendar/

We will sing Mother’s mantra
“Om Namo Bhagavaté”
with Joy and Weidong (guitar) to guide the chanting
Everyone is welcome to join the chanting or just be…
Please take your torch light for the steps. No photos please. Dear
Guests, please carry your Aurocard and note that the gardens will
be open only for this moment at the amphitheatre.

INVITATIONS

Every THURSDAY - 6 to 6.30 pm
(weather permitting)

Meditation with Savitri
read by Mother to Sunil's music
Enjoy the beautiful open space, an immense sunset,
heavenly music in the very center of Auroville!
Reminder to all: The Park of Unity is a place for silence,
meditation and inner work and is to be used only as such.
We request everyone: please No Photos and do not to use
your cell phones, cameras, i-pads, etc.
Dear Guests, please carry your Guest Card with you –
No photos there.
Access only for the Amphitheatre from 5.45 pm
Please be seated by 5.55 pm, no late entry.
Thank you.

Amphitheatre Team

EXHIBITIONS
AUROVILLE
INDIA
THE EARTH
permanent exhibition
of photos by Olivier Barot
at India Space in Bharatnivas.

Thiru Mahalingam is an old Ashramite and an Aurovilian,
who has translated more than 9,000 pages of the
Mother's and Sri Aurobindo’s work into Tamil.

visiting timings: 9 to 4pm
Sundays closed.
'He arrived at the knowledge
that Matter is Brahman'
Taittiriya Upanishad
‘The present era of the world is a stage of immense
transformations. […] No nation or community can any longer
remain psychologically cloistered and apart in the unity of the
modern world. It may even be said that the future of humanity
depends most upon the answer that will be given to the modern
riddle of the Sphinx by the East and especially by India, the hoary
guardian of the Asiatic idea and its profound spiritual secrets.’

Opening
Coworking Space
14th July, 4 to 7:30 PM
At Saracon campus, next to Ganesh Bakery
Come enjoy and be a part of the celebration
with Music, Tea, Art exhibition and

more!
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Mother’s Symbol Exhibition
with translations of Her Powers
(or virtues, qualities…)
in 24 languages

International Space,
Bharat Nivas
(Indian Space next to
Sri Aurobindo Auditorium)
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 Piano lessons for beginners and advanced

Bharat Nivas presents
At Kalakendra Art Gallery

by Hartmut
from July onwards.
classic, jazz, contemporary and the art of improvisation.
children are most welcome
to register please write vonlieres@gmx.de or call 7094-812897

"The Dawn of Auroville"
Ongoing Photo Exhibition on the early
days of Auroville with rare historical
images and texts by The Mother.

Opening hours: 9 to 4:30 pm. Sundays closed.

On the Road
Hitchhiking to India
More old photos from the time when I travelled
around the Mediterranean Sea on the road to India.

Franz

open from 8 am to 5 pm until July 15th

REGULAR EVENTS – JULY 2019
Note from the editors
The Regular Events column is printed once a month, sent weekly
via pdf through our mailing list, and published online for anyone to
access at: auroville.org/contents/4187.
Guest-houses are kindly requested to put this section up
on their notice boards for their guests.
Kindly inform us of any changes/cancellation of your event,
or if you want your regular event to be added to the listing.
Online Auroville Events Calendar
- (no need to log in for guests! – just scroll down the page)
The schedule of events for the week can be accessed by all,
including Guests and Visitors, on the Auronet login page:
www.auroville.org.in
AVYA Auroville Youth Activities: a website presenting regular
Youth
Activities
available
in
Auroville:
youthactivities.auroville.org.in. The primary goal is to provide the
Auroville community (especially children/parents), with an
organized and simple overview to become aware of the activities
available in Auroville, for the AV Youth. If you wish to add your
activity to the website, kindly send your contact details (sport,
name, phone number, email) to youthactivities@auroville.org.in.
AcroYoga for Beginners: Paused in July - at Arka with Damien.
arka@auroville.org.in

Before I came to Pondicherry in 1972, I had travelled the
countries around the Mediterranean Sea and on the road to
India. Many of the monuments,
still seen in the photos, are no
more existing or have changed.

Exhibitions – JULY 2019
Monday-Saturday
9am-5pm
Meditations on Savitri
The entire series of 472 paintings created
by the Mother with Huta
In the picture gallery

Sri Aurobindo - A Life-Sketch in Photographs
in the upstairs corridor

Glimpses of the Mother: photographs and texts
In the square hall
Everyone is welcome.

OTHER EVENTS
 Classical Dance Classes
with Grace
3x a week STARTS15th July
for selected students ONLY between the age of 14 and 20!
Please call soon to apply: Grace (0)413-2623446

 KolamYoga 3 Months Beginners course
with Grace
August, September and October.
Call for an Introduction session and to know
more (0)413-2623446

 Dance & Drawing 2 hours session
with Grace
On appointment info@kolamyoga.com

Acupressure Therapeutic massage for Healing or Well-being:
Christine has a background as nurse and has long experience in
healing physical illness/emotional blockage; phone/whatsapp +919489805493
or
mail
christine@aurovilleholistic.com/www.auroville-holistic.com.
African Pavilion’s Regular Events: Every Thursday enjoy the
drumming circle together with African dinner from 6 pm till 9 pm.
We drum together – no musical training necessary! For families,
children, teens, adults…for everyone! • Joyful stress release / •
Unifying team building
• Active meditation /• Empowerment through rhythm. On Saturdays
from 4:30pm until 6pm: Focused Dance Improvisation with Tahir.
Location: African Pavilion, near Visitor Centre. Contact:
9047074711
9384460764.
africa@auroville.org.in.
Fixed
Contribution is requested for building the Pavilion, thanks! We
also have just re-opened our Africa Safari Camping site and
accommodation and hostel for Guests and Volunteers. Bathrooms
and breakfast provided. We are OPEN and we have tents waiting for
you! For more info and to reserve a tent, email us at
africa@auroville.org.in or call +91 9384460764/9047074711. See
our FB here! Wednesdays: salsa class at the African pavilion - for
beginners 6-7pm and intermediate 6:30pm-7:30pm. Contact:
steph@auroville.org.in.
Art Cart Summer Timings: Come create and connect in an open and
welcoming art space! The Art Cart is a colorful mobile hub for
community art, and an outreach effort by Sankalpa which also offers
expressive arts therapy sessions in and around Auroville since 2009
(more info at sankalpajourneys.com). Summer timings at the Art
Cart (through mid-August) are Fridays & Saturdays from 10 to 12,
parked at the Visitor’s Center stage next to the cafeteria. See you
soon, Aishwarya & Krupa for Sankalpa: Art Journeys
“Auroville Aikido” at Auroville Budokan (Dehashakti –near Dana):
All classes restart on the 2nd week of July (on Monday 8th).
Welcome if you want to practice or watch a class before starting!
New timing for Children classes (from 8 of age): Monday,
Wednesday & Friday: Juniors & Intermediates 4.30 to 5.30 pm with
Cristo and Surya. Adults: Beginners: Wednesday 6.15 to 7.30 pm.
with Murugan & Surya - All levels: Saturday 6.30 to 7.30 am with
Murugan, Surya & John - Advanced: Tuesday & Thursday 6 to 7.30
am with Murugan & John. Women/girls: (outreach centers & others
welcome) on Sunday 8.30 to 9.30 am with Surya. Note: Aikido classes
are usually gender mixed (boy/girls-men/women) yet this feminine
class was open on special request; feedback is +++! Practice clothes
& other info: to start, beginners may wear long loose pants & t-shirt
with sleeves (no tight fitting please) then a white “keikogi” will be
required (we have some). Health Fund or private insurance
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necessary. Reasonable contribution required for the Dojo. To be on
time, please be at the Dojo/Budokan 10-15 min. before class starts.
For more info, please contact Surya: 0413-2623813 or 9655485487 –
e-mail budokan@auroville.org.in - Surya, N. Murugan and Cristo for
“Auroville Aikido”.
Alcoholics Anonymous: meeting (open) every Saturday 6pm,
Centre Guesthouse (Merriam Hill Centre). Contact: Ingrid
9443843976 or Shankar 9442010573.
AQUAGYM class with Elisa: every Thursday 4 to 5 pm at La Piscine.
Bring your swimcap! Warmly, Elisa at elisa@auroville.org.in.
Ashtanga Yoga- Mysore Style with Christine Pauchard at
Taramangaling – 5 min after botanical garden- Check the directions
on our website at the page “YOGA” – Or enter in Your GPS
“Skandavan”. The gate of Taramangaling is the third gate on the left
after Skandavan gate which will be on your right side – On
Monday/Wednesday/Friday/Saturday At 7:00 AM- /Led class on
Saturday at 7am. Pre-Registration by mail must be done in
advance:
by
phone/WhatsApp
+919489805493
or
mail
christine@auroville-holistic.com /www.auroville-holistic.com.
Astrology, Vedic: PAUSED UNTIL AUGUST Readings in traditional
Vedic Astrology to get more clarity on any issue or area of life. Each
session lasts for an hour, so plan accordingly. Weekly study group
(for beginners in Vedic Astrology) meets in Aurelec Conference Room
on
Thursdays
(from
5
to
6/6:30
pm).
See
http://www.allthingsvedic.in/ for other details. WhatsApp Vikram
on 9843948288 or email vikram@auroville.org.in.
Auroville Discovery Visits: Dear Auroville guests and visitors, a
possibility for you to explore and discover Auroville on a deeper
level, the practical life, activities, projects, architecture,
education, farming, craft and more. During a morning time, or more
if you need, you'll follow Veronique who speaks French and English,
with your electric bicycle (best ever) around Auroville. Veronique
lives and works in Auroville since 2001. For information please
contact Veronique J. on +919488512678 (WhatsApp ) or email
veroniquejobard@auroville.org.in.
Bach Flower Sessions: with Rosalba. PAUSED from 20 May until
further notice Rosalba, 9787702844 email rosalba@auroville.org.in.
Board Game Evening: PAUSED till mid-August, because Le Zéphyr
is closed for holidays.
Brahmanaspati Kshetram: Our Mother and Sri Aurobindo Centre is
hosting regular activities: Every Thursday 6:00pm – Meditation.
Please note that all other events will recommence from August
2019.
For directions kindly consult Google maps at this link: here. Contact:
kshetram2014@auroville.org.in
Buddha Garden Farm Tour: with audio companion is now available
every morning Monday to Friday between 10.00am and 11.30am.
Please come to the Farm Office near the entrance to get your device
and a map. If you would like to download the audio companion onto
your smart phone beforehand please contact priya@auroville.org.in.
Capoeira (Group Ginga Saroba): Classes open to all levels, led by
Prof. Samuka da Índia and his students.
● ADULT CLASSES >> Monday: 5.15 PM – SAWCHU (Bharat Nivas) |
Tuesday & Thursday: 6.00 PM – Deepanam School | Saturday: 4.30
PM - Dehashakti Gymnasium. Free trial class every first Thursday
of the month.
● KID CLASSES >> Monday & Friday: 1.15 PM - Deepanam School Contact us prior bringing a new kid,
● OPEN RODA (Capoeira Circle) >> First Friday of each month
5.30PM - Visitor Center - Open to all!!!
Contact: info@ginga-saroba.com | www.ginga-saroba.com |
9488328435
Chai Hut at Sadhana Forest: Shiva Vegan Chai Hut now offers
Vegan Herbal Chai as a gift from Sadhana Forest to the local
community, Auroville residents, and guests. Children are welcome!
Weekdays from 6 to 8 am and from 3:30 to 5:30 pm. The location
of the hut is: Sadhana Forest, Google Maps link: HERE / FB post /
www.sadhanaforest.org.
Chakra Guided Dance: with Vera on Thursdays from 5 – 6.30 pm,
at Vérité. You will be guided on a journey in which you will learn to
use your beautiful voice with bija mantras and visualizations, and
dance through all the chakras. Strengthen the connection between
your body, mind, soul and energy/spirit body, while cleansing,
opening and balancing the chakras in the process. Contact: 0413–
2622045 or 7094104329.
Focused Dance Improvisation: On Saturdays from 4:30pm until
6pm: Focused Dance Improvisation with Tahir. Location: African

Pavilion, near Visitor Centre. Contact: 9047074711 or 9384460764.
africa@auroville.org.in. Fixed Contribution is requested for building
the Pavilion, thanks!
Hip-hop Dance Classes: by Vijay at Kuilapalayam Creative Centre:
every Saturday - 3pm to 4pm. For more information: tel:
9843195290 (Selveraj of KCC) / 9786167917 (Sundar.K, Aspiration)

Salsa at African Pavilion: Salsa beginners class led by
Stephanie, every Wednesday from 6 - 7pm. Intermediate class
from 6:30-7:30 pm. Open to all. Contact:
steph@auroville.org.in.
Darkali Fitness Track: We invite you every evening from 4.30
p.m. to 6.40 p.m., and every morning on request: just share with
us the time that you would like to come in the morning at
dft@auroville.org.in. Don’t be shy! You are always welcomed!
Please remember that we are closed for entrance 30 minutes before
closing time so you don’t finish your exercises in the dark. Please
note, in case of rain, the Fitness Track will be closed until the path
is dry. To be aware when the Fitness Track reopens after the rain,
please visit Auronet group «Darkali Fitness Track». Way to the gate
in Google Maps: goo.gl/dpdTgf
Eco Femme Open Session: Eco Femme welcomes you on every
Thursday from 10.30 am to 11.30 am for a small talk about our
work, sustainable menstrual products and menstruation
experiences. Pass by to learn more about the hazards of disposable
menstrual products, the benefits of reusables and why making the
switch is so important. You will also learn about our non-profit
programs which directly benefit women and girls in India. Contact
number: 9487179556. Our office in the Saracon campus, near
Ganesh bakery, just before Windarra. email info@ecofemme.org.
Eco Handicraft with Wellpaper: All are welcome daily to
experience one of our waste upcycling techniques exposure sessions
with the experienced women of Wellpaper. The regular interactions
are morning or afternoons. Please contact us in advance to
coordinate and get information. Phone/WhatsApp 9385744722 or
email wellpaper@auroville.org.in. Please check our website:
wellpaper.org/.
Etiomedicine: with Lisa at Vérité (by appointment only).
Etiomedicine is an energy therapy that helps clear blockages
hindering well-being and/or development. The practitioner
dialogues with the client & follows their pulse responses to help
access feelings linked to past events or conditioning, which then
allows dissipation/release of symptoms. On Appointment. For more
info: (+91)413 2622 606 or email programming@verite.in.
The Eternity Game- Medhananda: oracle with cards based on Sri
Aurobindo’s Yoga. Individual and groups, in English or Spanish.
Contact: Anandi: anandi7@auroville.org.in.
Family Constellation workshop with Moghan: in CREATIVITY Hall
of Light 9am to 6pm SATURDAYS. Dates in 2019: - 20 JULY - 24
AUGUST - 28 SEPTEMBER - 19 OCTOBER - 30 NOVEMBER - 21
DECEMBER. Dates in 2020: - 25 JANUARY - 22 FEBRUARY - 21 MARCH
- 11 APRIL.
Contact Moghan: 9751110486 / moghan@auroville.org.in.
Fire spinning group for AV kids and teens in Dehashakti PAUSED
until
July
12.
For
more
information
contact
naharemete@gmail.com
The Food Laboratory: Information of the critical immune activity's
regarding the necessary understanding of how the food element
interferes with our immunological responses. For improved health
and disease comprehension call 9443362274 for an appointment.
Bioresonance test. Quantum resonance analysis. Food allergy
detector. Consultations. tabanellilorenzo@gmail.com
Foot Reflexology: with Sheida at Vérité. Foot Reflexology is a safe,
noninvasive, relaxing treatment, based on the concept that all
internal body structures and organs are “mapped” in miniature, in
specific points on the feet. A blockage or imbalance in the body may
be indicated by a feeling of tenderness or “crystals” (waste deposits
made up of excess calcium and uric acid) in the corresponding reflex
point. Using manual pressure, the reflexologist works on sensitive
areas to release the blockages and break down the deposits so they
can be eliminated, helping the body to heal itself and to maintain a
balanced state of health. For appointments please contact: 0413–
2622 606 or 7094104329 or email treatments@verite.in
French classes at Savitri Bhavan, House of Mother’s Agenda:
French classes at House of Mother’s Agenda, every Monday and
Friday from 5 pm to 6 pm.
Green Papaya Collective 'Gleaning Project': Do you have any fruits
and edible greens in your garden that you have no time or means to
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collect? The Green Papaya Collective can come and do it for you,
sharing the harvest 50/50. Contact us through Emma:
emma@growingwithwild.com or WhatsApp +46705318534. Thank
you!
Hatha Yoga classes with Tatiana: Saturday mornings: 6.30 to 8am
at ATB Hall, Deepanam School. Contact: mahayoga108@gmail.com.
HOLISTIC regular sessions: See more details and the up-coming
intensives: www.auroville-holistic.com. For the following sessions,
book at christine@auroville-holistic.com or on whatsapp: +919489805493.
- 1) Health coaching & Personal Development (NLP/ CBT): Health
coaching, also referred to as wellness coaching, is a process that
facilitates healthy, sustainable behaviour change by challenging a
person to listen to their inner wisdom, identify their values, and
transform their goals into action. To enhance your relationship (badbreaking relationship, no relationship...) Include 4 to 5 sessions
- 2) Healing Program: A customize program to heal Depression,
General Anxiety Disorder, Sleeping disorder, Bipolarity Disorder…
- 3) Chakra Healing: Discover how to balance the energy flowing
through sushumna Nadi and Pingala Nadi & awaken kundalini energy
by Kriya yoga exercises and meditation
- 4/ Mindful-Techniques:
 AMI: Analysis of Multiple intelligence through fingers print:
A Scientific way to discover your hidden talent and potential.
 Sound healing with scientific meditation sessions & “SSDP
Super Sensory Development Program” to develop our 5 senses,
- 5) Workshop: De-Stress Your Mind and Relax Your Body:
Workshop on request Pre-registration by mail or Whatsapp.
Venue: Holistic health care studio - Kuilapalayam - Auroville Main
Road. Contact: Christine P., mob & WhatsApp: 9489805493, or
via email christine@auroville-holistic.com / www.aurovilleholistic.com.
Japanese Tea Ceremony: available on request - Please contact
ishaswayam@auroville.org.in or at 0413-2622192.
KoTree Hatha Yoga: Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday 5pm – 6.30pm
in DOUCEUR community. A fixed financial contribution is expected.
2623446 , Info@kolamyoga.com.
Kuilai Creative Centre (KCC): Weekly Activities have started again:
· Evening Tuition (Monday to Friday) - 6pm to 8pm
· Silambam (every Sunday) - 10am to 12pm
· Hip-hop (every Saturday) - 3pm to 4pm
· Bharatha Naattiyam (every Saturday) - 4pm to 5pm
· Library (Monday to Friday) - 9am to 12:30pm and 2 pm to
4:30pm
For more info contact 9843195290 or 9385767513 or mail us through:
kuilaicreativecentre@auroville.org.in.
Leela, the Game of the Self Knowledge (a 2000 years old game!):
Come and play the Game of your Life! Sundays, 9:30 am to 12.30
(above 15 years old), in SVEDAME, at the Butterfly Barn. English,
Spanish, French, Italian, German, Dutch and Russian versions all
available. Contribution kindly asked. Please call before to confirm
your coming, thank you. Contact: Veronique J. 9488512678. For
more info visit www.leelathegame.blogspot.in.
Life coaching, Neuro coaching: PAUSED UNTIL AUGUST For those
who wish to make meaningful and lasting changes in their lives. Gain
clarity, set specific, measurable, achievable and realistic goals,
overcome negative thought patterns, and make behavioral changes.
Contact Vikram on 9843948288 or at vikram@auroville.org.in.
Lilaloka - Creative Play for ages 4+: closed for SUMMER BREAK.
Whatsapp Anna 9943528729.
Mandala Practice: PAUSED until further notice - Rosalba,
9787702844 or rosalba@auroville.org.in. See more on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/rosalba.auroville.
Meditation for Peace and Healing: Paused during the month of
JULY as Unity Pavilion is closed for building works.
Mudra-Chi Session: A body Prayer in a Tai-Chi Form, based on
Mother’s Mudras. Wednesdays - 5 to 6pm - at Savitri Bhavan.
Everybody welcome. Facilitator: Anandi - anandi7@auroville.org.in.
MMA (Mixed Martial Arts) and Self-Defence for Women: PAUSED
Nonviolent Communication (NVC): workshops, practice groups,
facilitation, mediation, coaching. Contact L'aura (NVC Certified
Trainer):
9442788016,
joylivinglearning@gmail.com,
www.joylivinglearning.org, www.facebook.com/JoyLivingLearning.
OM Choir: “The voice that chants to the creator Fire, The symbolled
OM, the great assenting Word”. Every Tuesday at Savitri Bhavan,
5:45/6:00pm. - and at the OM Choir in the Ashram School, opposite
the Ashram Entrance, Pondicherry, Fridays at 7:00pm.
savitribhavan@auroville.org.in

Open Free Expression Dance Space-“Rise & Shine” with Priscilia for
“just be” (under Arts Service)- Fridays 7:30-9:00am, Saturdays 56:30pm, at Cripa Hall, Kalabhumi. Exploring new ways to express
with the body, being in the moment with emotions and the Physical,
developing deep self-awareness, dropping judgments. A joyful
journey with different types of music. Contribution towards the
space is required, Towards the facilitator- donation base. For details
and joining the dancing group, please contact 9489969875,
pashutlihiot@gmail.com. Love & Peace to all.
Oracle Card Reading: With Carmen. In this reading we will find your
own unique way to progress. You will get clear answers and practical
tips to move forward. By appointment at: 9751673869,
carmen.palinckx@gmail.com Love Carmen.
Paintings and Drawings Exhibition and Fund Raising: in Roof
Studio - Vikas every Saturday from 4pm to 6pm. Come and see
drawings and paintings done with various mediums such as oil,
charcoal, soft pastel and watercolor. Some pieces are from the
exhibition: "Ivana's Art from Auroville". You can get an art piece on
donation basis to raise funds for a home and studio for the artist.
The special account is 256190. Please do not hesitate to contact
Ivana if you have any inquiries - ivana@auroville.org.in, 709 43
44154.

Pottery Class: Hands on clay. Open class for all levels. Discover
your connection with clay. Create with your hands. Long & short
term classes, handwork and wheelwork, at Bhu Ceramics (Under Arts
Service). Contact: nausheen@auroville.co.in Whatsapp: 9487833736
Psycho-spiritual work, tarot and other sessions: To bring more
clarity and freedom on life issues where there was confusion and
entanglement in order to allow new steps in life. Tarot,
deconditioning self-inquiry," inner personalities" discovery, guided
meditation and other tools...by Antarjyoti in English or French,
these sessions are an activity of ARKA WELLNESS CENTER- ,
info/booking (land): 2623767 or email: antarcalli@yahoo.fr
Reiki: with Tania at Vérité. Reiki is a healing technique for stress
reduction and relaxation that also promotes healing. Reiki is energy
healing based on the idea that an unseen life force energy flows
through us. This is a hands-on treatment with comfortable clothes.
On Appointment. For more info: (+91)413-2622606 or email
programming@verite.in
Restorative Circles (RC): workshops, practice groups, calling a live
Circle, and other questions. Contact L’aura: 9442788016,
restorative@auroville.org.in, www.restorativeauroville.org,
www.facebook.com/RestorativeAuroville.
Restorative Yoga Postures: (open to all) with Sheida on Saturdays
from 9 to 10.15 am at Vérité. Restorative Yoga classes are relaxing
and slow paced. Props are often used to allow the body to be in the
most comfortable, supported position possible. Gentle music and
guided meditation enhance the calming effects. Contact: 0413 –
2622 045 or 7094104329.
Sacred Groves – Guided tours: Sacred Groves, a housing project in
sustainable building and living. Every Wednesday at 3:30 pm there
is a guided tour for those interested in our work and achievements.
More
information:
sacredgroves.in,
or
email
sacredgroves@auroville.org.in or call: 9487421696. The Sacred
Groves Team.

Salsa at African Pavilion: led by Stephanie - Every Wednesday.
Salsa beginners class, from 6 - 7pm. Intermediate class from 77:30 pm. Open to all. Contact: steph@auroville.org.in.
Satsang: a sharing for spiritual upliftment; Savitri Bhavan, by
Ashesh Saturdays 5 6:30 pm. savitribhavan@auroville.org.in
Savitri in the morning: You are invited to read Savitri with us on
Tuesday mornings from 6:45 a.m. to 7:45 a.m. at Rama and Uma’s
place in Courage. We are following Savitri’s journey to find her soul
and bring a new dawn for the earth. The pronunciation, vocabulary,
rhythm and discussion can help to build English. The mantric poetry
of Savitri is inspiring. The story of Savitri's yoga is helpful for our life
and work. We have extra books. Ground floor fully accessible. If you
need further information, contact pat@auroville.org.in, or
ramanarayana@auroville.org.in.
Savitri Group Readings: at Savitri Bhavan. led by Buvana: Sundays
10.30–12 noon.
- Savitri Study Circle: Tuesdays 5-6pm, Let us learn Savitri
together in Tamil.
- OM Choir/OM Singing: Every Tuesday at Savitri Bhavan,
5:45/6:00pm
- The English of Savitri led by Shraddhavan: Thursdays 4-5pm.
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- Full Moon Gathering: 7.15-8.15pm in front of Sri Aurobindo’s
statue with Reading of Savitri organized by Murugan. Listening to
Mother’s voice, reading Savitri and viewing the Full Moon charges
the atmosphere and embraces all with a beautiful presence.
Somatic Explorations with Maggie - Wednesdays 5-6pm in Vérité
Hall
Somatics is a system of slow mindful movements (in the tradition of
Thomas Hanna). Each week we will explore a different theme with
the aim to unwind habitual holding patterns in the body, increase
flexibility, balance, coordination and wellness; resulting in a
decrease of the aches and pains commonly attributed to stress,
injury and aging. Open to all. Maggie is a professionally trained
Clinical Somatic Educator and offers workshops, classes and clinical
sessions in highly effective technique. For further info call Maggie:
94866 23465 or Vérité on
0413-2622045 (or email
programming@verite.in).
Sound Massage and Bath with Tibetan Singing Bowls and Solar
Gong:
Lying on a mat with bowls of different pitches, sound energy flows
right through your cells forming a beautiful OM harmonic cocoon of
peace, melting away tightness and discomfort while tuning you up
to its healthy grounding vibrations. The powerful mystic gong and
bronze bowls take us deep inside into our true home.... This activity
is under HOLISTIC Auroville unit. Info & booking for guests:
Antarjyoti, tel (0413)2623767. Mail: antarcalli@yahoo.fr.
Sound Therapy and Exploration in the Body for Self-Healing:
Harmonizing and restoring healing sessions through the magic of the
sounds from a specially designed sound bed and other music
instruments that enhance the self-healing powers of your
being...The aim is to put you in a state of relaxation which enables
you to see or feel yourself deeply according to your own awareness.
In addition to the sound journey, you will be guided through your
body to explore new dimensions which has an action and a benefit
on the 3 levels: Physical, Energetical and Mental. This exploration
based on the concepts of Chinese Medicine will help you reconnect
with your organs and holistic being. In case of emergency I may help
releasing sciatica pain (“Ischias” in German). Free of charge –
Donation welcome. To book your appointment, please call Isha at:
(0413) 2622192 or ishaswayam@auroville.org.in.
Tai Chi Hall @ Sharnga: Monday 7.30-8.30 & Tuesday 8.30-9.30
/Chi, Monday 8.30-9.30 & Thursday 7.30-8.30 /24-form, Tuesday
& Friday 7.30-8.30 /108-form, Wednesday & Saturday 7.30-8.30
/127-form. taichi@auroville.org.in.
Tao of Tea: With Isha. This unique ceremony allows you to
experience a spiritual journey. Explore and discover Yourself with a
cup of tea. Only organic tea will be used. (non-caffeine tea available
on request) All are welcome. Free of charge – Donation welcome.
- Available every day, venue: Swayam. Advance booking
required. Approx. 1 hour for each session. Book at: 0413-2622192 /
ishaswayam@auroville.org.in.
- Also available every Thursday afternoon at Unity Pavilion-Hall
of Peace: 2 to 3pm and 3:30 to 4:30pm. Advance Booking is required:
call
with
the
Unity
Pavilion,
0413-2623576
or
unitypavilion@auroville.org.in.
Thai Foot Reflexology: with Santiago (by Appointment Only) at
Vérité Thai foot reflexology techniques apply pressure on around 60
points of the sole, dorsal, medial and lateral parts of the feet. These
reflecting points are stimulated using fingers and knuckles to
stimulate the corresponding internal body organs, circulatory and
lymphatic systems. This practice helps to detoxify and purify the
body, relieve stress and tension, boost the immune system, decrease
fatigue, improve good health and mental serenity, and restore
balance. For more info: (+91)413 2622 606 or email
programming@verite.in.
Tibetan Dinner: PAUSED until mid-July - WhatsApp 8489067332.
Take care and see you all soon. Best wishes, Kalsang and Namgyal.
Transformation Game® with Carmen: Just as life is filled with this
rich variety of experience, so is the Transformation Game®, a fun
and complex board game which offers a playful yet substantial way
of understanding and transforming key issues in your life. By
appointment. 9751673869. Love, Carmen.
Volleyball at Dehashakti: Mondays and Wednesdays 5-6.30pm. We
are looking for more people to join our fun volleyball matches at
Dehashakti sports ground. Just come by, Tanja.
Iyengar Yoga Body: with Olesya at Arka (first floor hall). Iyengar
Yoga is a form of Hatha Yoga. It makes wonders with your Body,
Breath and Mind through your observation and awareness in
different postures, conditions. Mornings: Every Monday, Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday - 6.45 am to 8.00 am. Evenings: Every Monday

and Tuesday- 5.00 pm to 6.30 pm. Drop-in-classes. All are welcome!
Contribution is required. For more information: whatsapp
+919159052743 or olesya@auroville.org.in.
Youth Center activities: 1) Pizza Night begins only in August
because of renovation.
2) NCL/ Night Conscious Learning also begins in August.
3) AUROVILLE UNDERGROUND MUSIC FESTIVAL will be held in
September. Hence, meetings are being held every Thursday 4 pm
onwards, whoever wishes to volunteer and help are most welcome.
4) NCL would also be providing food with basic contributions for all
present at NCL.
5) TREE HOUSE renovation: whoever wants to participate/
volunteer are most welcome.
6) Preparation for planting in August. contact Deep Sarkar living in
Youth Center. 9488494930.
For more information you can always pass by!

MONTHLY SCHEDULES
REMINDER:
The monthly schedules and activities of the Auroville Centers
can be found on the following websites:
 Joy Activities: www.joyauroville.org
 Auromode Yoga Space: www.auromodeyogaspace.com
 Savitri Bhavan: www.savitribhavan.org
 Arka Wellness Centre: www.auroville.org/contents/2886
 CREEVA: https://www.creeva.org/
 Pitanga: www.auroville.org/contents/3185
 Cripa: http://artservice.auroville.org/cripa/
 Language Lab: www.aurovillelanguagelab.org/courses.php
 Quiet: quiethealingcenter.info
 Holistic: www.auroville-holistic.com
 Vérité: www.verite.in
 Lilaloka: www.lilaloka.org
 Youth Center:
http://wiki.auroville.org.in/wiki/Youth_Centre
 African Pavilion: https://www.auroville.org/contents/710
 Sankalpa: www.sankalpajourneys.com

FILMS

AT SAVITRI BHAVAN

Monday, July 8, 2019 at 6:30pm.
 MEDITATIONS ON SAVITRI - Book 1, Canto 5: THE YOGA OF
THE KING: The Yoga of the Spirit’s Freedom and Greatness
Ascending and descending twixt life’s poles
The seried kingdoms of the graded Law
Plunged from the Everlasting into Time…
Climbed back from Time into undying Self,
Up a golden ladder carrying the Soul,
Tying with diamond threads the Spirit’s extremes.
(Savitri, p.88)
Film by Manohar of Huta’s paintings illustrating passages from Savitri
read by The Mother and accompanied by her own organ music.
Duration: 23min.

CINEMA PARADISO

Multimedia Center (MMC) Auditorium
F i l m p r og r a m 8 t o 1 4 J u l y , 2 0 1 9
Indian – Monday 8 July, 8:00 pm:
 THE VIOLIN PLAYER
India, 2015, Writer-Dir. Bauddhayan Mukherji w/ Adil Hussain,
Ritwick Chakraborty, Nayani Dixit, and others, Drama, 72mins, Hindi
w/ English subtitles, Rated: A (R)
An encounter between two unnamed strangers is the focus of this
quirky tale that looks at how expression and artistic beauty lead to
self-discovery. The film opens following a failing violin player’s
ordinary life. It’s clear that he’s seen as a failure in both his personal
and professional life. But that all changes when he catches the
attention of a stranger at the train station, one who needs a score
to his latest project, offering the player an opportunity he can’t
refuse. Agreeing to take the job because he’s desperate for money,
the violinist follows his new employer through the back alleys of the
city, and onto an unexpected journey. The film concludes with the
hero play up an emotional storm through his music. An unusual,
simply-told, often dark, complex story and good acting makes the
film stand out.
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Italian – Tuesday 9 July, 8:00 pm:
• TERRAFERMA (Mainland)

(equivalent to Indian rating: A i.e. for Adults), NR=Film Not rated,
Rating awaited, or Rating not available.

Italy, 2011, Dir. Emanuele Crialese w/ Filippo Pucillo, Donatella
Finocchiaro, and others, Drama, 88 mins, Italian w/ English
subtitles, Rated: R
The story is based in a Sicilian island inhabited mainly by fisherman.
Although barely touched by tourism, the islanders have begun to
alter their mentality and behavior as they have begun to realize the
economic potential of this new industry. At the same time, they
often have to deal with illegal aliens flooding the island and a new
law requiring them to turn back.

Interesting – Wednesday 10 July, 8:00 pm:
• SEED: THE UNTOLD STORY
USA, 2016, Dir. Jon Betz & Taggart Siegel w/ Vandana Shiva, Andrew
Kimbrell, Jane Goodall, and others, Documentary, 94mins, EnglishHindi-Spanish, Rated: PG
In the last century, 94% of our seed varieties have disappeared. As
chemical companies try to control, farmers, scientists, lawyers, and
indigenous seed keepers fight to defend the future of our food. ‘A
must-see for all! The directors have shared the film with us. We
had screened this film in April at the Ecofilm Fest. If you have
missed it or want to catch it again, this is your chance. It is a timely
film – because it is the season when across India organic farmers and
permaculture practitioners are now exchanging seeds.

Favorites – Thursday 11 July, 8:00 pm:
• WAITRESS
USA, 2007, Writer-Dir Adrienne Shelly w/ Keri Russell, Nathan
Fillion, Jeremy Sisto, and others, Comedy-Romance, 108mins,
English w/ English subtitles, Rated: PG-13
Jenna is unhappily married, squirreling away money, and hoping to
win a pie-baking contest so, with the prize money, she'll have
enough cash to leave her husband Earl. She finds herself pregnant,
which throws her plans awry. She bakes phenomenal pies at Joe's
diner, listens to old Joe's wisdom, and has an affair with the new
doctor in town. As the pregnancy advances, life with Earl gets less
tolerable, and the affair more complicated by his marriage. What
options does a waitress have? A great film!

International – Saturday 13 July, 8:00 pm:
 Müslüm
Turkey, 2018, Dir.Ketche & Can Ulkay w/Timuçin Esen, Zerrin
Tekindor, Ayça Bingöl, and others, Biography-Music, 136mins,
Turkish w/English subtitles, Rated: NR (PG-13)
Muslum was born into a poor family, had witnessed the tragedy of
his mother and his baby sister getting killed by his father, had a
serious car accident that almost killed him, instead had left him
partially deaf and gave him gestural and speaking difficulties, which
later became part and parcel of his eccentric personality. With all
that and a tumultuous relationship with an actress 21yrs older
Muslum found his redemption in music. He rose through his ashes of
shattered dreams like a phoenix. He walked in darkness, sang songs
filled with sorrow which stirred people's souls and created a cult
following. A must watch!

Children’s Film - Sunday 14 July, 4:30pm
 SABAIBARU FAMIRI (Survival Family)
Japan, 2017, Dir. Shinobu Yaguchi w/ Fumiyo Kohinata, Eri Fukatsu,
Yuki Izumisawa and others, Comedy, 117mins, Japanese w/English
subtitles, Rated PG
When a blackout occurs an ordinary family in Tokyo believes power
would be restored shortly. As the power-cut persists and all sources
of energy show no sign of returning to functionality the family heads
out south to reunite with the parents of the wife and mother. The
family learns and bonds as it treks south on its bicycle, which is the
only alternative to being on foot.

MARLON BRANDO FILM FESTIVAL@Ciné-Club
Sunday 14 July, 8pm
 LISTEN TO ME MARLON
USA, 1979, Dir. Stevan Riely w/ Marlon Brando, Stella Adler,
Bernando Bertoluci and others, Biography-Documentary, 103 mins,
English w/English subtitles, Rated: NR
This film has exclusive access to hundreds of hours of audio recorded
over the course of Marlon Brando’s life. The film charts his
exceptional career as an actor and his extraordinary life away from
the stage and screen. With Brando himself as guide, the film will
fully explore the complexities of the man by telling the story
uniquely from actor’s perspective, in his own voice. No talking
heads, no interviewees, just Brando on Brando and life.
Rating codes we often use are from Motion Picture Association
of America (MPAA): G=General Audiences, PG=Parental guidance
suggested, PG-13=Parents strongly cautioned, R=Restricted

For scheduling programs at MMC/CP venue: please email us at
mmcauditorium@auroville.org.in. We appreciate your
continued support. Please make a donation to “Cinema
Paradiso” (account #105106) at the Financial Service or set up
for a monthly contribution.
Thanking You, MMC/CP Group
Account# 105106, mmcauditorium@auroville.org.in

THE ECO FILM CLUB
Sadhana Forest: July 12th, Friday
Schedule of Events:
4:00 pm: Free bus from Solar Kitchen to
Sadhana Forest for the Tour
4:30 pm: Tour of Sadhana Forest
6:00 pm: Free bus from Solar Kitchen to
Sadhana Forest for the Eco Film Club
6:30 pm: Eco Film Club begins with "previews"
of short Sadhana Forest films
8:00 pm: Dinner is served
9:30 pm: Free bus from Sadhana Forest back to Solar Kitchen
Before the movie, at exactly 4:30pm you are welcome to join us for
a full tour of Sadhana Forest and an update of our most recent work!
After the film, you are welcome to join us for a free 100% vegan
organic dinner. The entire evening including dinner is offered as a
gift!
**Note: Families and children are welcome! Dinner for children
will be served at 7pm :)

Pumped Dry: The Global Crisis of Vanishing Groundwater
63 Minutes / English / 2017 / Produced by Steve Elfers and Ian
James
In this documentary, USA TODAY and The Desert Sun investigate
the consequences of this emerging crisis in several of the world’s
hotspots of groundwater depletion. These are stories about
people on four continents confronting questions of how to
safeguard their aquifers for the future – and in some cases, how
to cope as the water runs out.
The bus service is operated by Sadhana Forest. For more information
about the bus service please contact Sadhana Forest at (0413)
2677682 or 2677683 or sadhanaforest@auroville.org.in.
Or visit us online:
sadhanaforest.org and facebook.com/sadhanaforest.

AUROFILM at MULTI MEDIA
CENTRE AUDITORIUM
(MMC, Town Hall)

Friday 12 July – 8:00 pm
 THE SUITOR (LE SOUPIRANT)
Directed by Pierre Etaix - script by P. Etaix and Jean-Claude
Carrière – France, 1962
With: Pierre Étaix, Laurence Lignères, France Arnel, Claude Massot,
Denise Péronne, Karin Vesely
Synopsis: Pierre is a dreamy young man who lives with his parents.
More concerned with astronomy than with the problems of people
his age, his vexed mother pushes him to marry. Pierre then sets out
to find the perfect partner... This first long feature film filled with
comic situations, won the Prix Louis Delluc and got a good
commercial success, which did open many doors to the Pierre Etaix
–his next film was the lovely YOYO.
Original French version, with English subtitles, Black & White,
duration: 1h23´
Absolute deadline for submissions or cancellations: Tuesday 5pm
(FOR THE ISSUE OF THE FOLLOWING WEEK
- PUBLICATION DATE IS MONDAY)
The Weekly Auroville, Media Centre, Town Hall. Phone:
0413-2622133, email: newsandnotes@auroville.org.in

GO PAPERLESS! And receive this weekly publication by EMAIL!
o Subscribe at : newsandnotes-list+subscribe@auroville.org.in
o வாராந் திர தமிழ் ச் சசய் தியய மின்னஞ் சலில் செற
தயவுசசய் து சதாடர்பு ச ாள் ளவும் :
avtamilnews@auroville.org.in.
o Pour recevoir par email les Nouvelles hebdomadaires en
Français, veuillez écrire à: avtraductions@auroville.org.in.
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